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Abstract
Web-based content is a dominant application type in mobile network but accessing such content
suffers from poor downloading latency. In modern mobile networks, accelerating web content
downloading faces three distinctive challenges. First the web contents enter a rich-media era,
with an explosion of the content size and an evolution of content structure which not only re-
quires increased network resources but also incurs noticeable computation latency. Second the
unavoidable network uncertainties like RTT variation and random loss aggravate such degraded
downloading time, although the network has already offered augmented resources like high band-
width, low packet loss and latency. Third, the newly standardised protocols like HTTP 2.0 and
QUIC are expected to provide an optimised resource utilisation, but existing understanding of
such protocols when applying on web content is still superficial. By realizing these intertwined
technical aspects, we examined three web downloading scenarios, figured out how these aspects
qualitatively affect downloading time and then proposed optimisation intelligence accordingly.
First, we focused on the fixed single connection number of HTTP 2.0 which cannot be adaptive
for various content size and network conditions. By clarifying the numerical relationship between
content size, network condition and connection number, we proposed a context-aware mobile edge
hint framework. In this framework, a mobile edge hint server oﬄine collects the meta-data of
popular webpages as well as the network condition and performs online hints of such information
upon receiving the user request. Then the user can execute a novel algorithm to select an optimal
connection number by understanding the specific network condition and content characteristics
through the edge hint. Both numerical and test-bed based results validate that this framework
can bring a noticeable acceleration of webpage downloading. Second, we turned our attention to
the computation latency which is caused by the unavoidable computation task during webpage
downloading. We seek for a transport layer approach since pure application layer approaches are
recognised to have practicality and security limitation. To this end, a non-URL based mobile
edge computing framework is proposed to serve a novel transport layer IW selection algorithm at
the client side. This framework is validated to have remarkable performance improvement when
computation latency occupies less than 50% of total downloading time. Third, we investigated
QUIC’s performance on web content, especially in the presence of network uncertainties. The
evaluation results carried out on real mobile networks reveal that the different congestion con-
trol algorithms plugged in QUIC can lead to distinctive shortages under network fluctuations.
Then we proposed a mQUIC scheme which performs a customised state and congestion window
synchronisation algorithm based on multiple coordinated connections. We conducted extensive
evaluations of mQUIC and the results substantiated faster and robust downloading time can be
achieved by mQUIC when compared to plain QUIC enable contents.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Nowadays, due to explosive growth of mobile devices and the matureness of mobile In-
ternet, the content volume downloaded through mobile wireless networks have already
exceeded their wired counterparts. In particular, as accounting for 90% of the total flow
number in mobile network [9], short-lived applications like webpage browsing, web appli-
cation and short video clips become an essential branch. How to minimise downloading
latency, the key metric that determines the user Quality of Experience (QoE) in web
applications, has attracted significant research attention in both academia and industry.
A well-known and widely accepted threshold of the downloading time is 2 seconds [3],
meaning that a user will abandon the browsing of the webpage if the downloading cannot
be completed within this threshold. However, as commonly realised the downloading
time of most mobile web content are still far away from this acceptable level, although
the commercial mobile networks (e.g. Long Term Evolution (LTE) and public Wi-Fi)
have already offered an upgraded network resources. Consequently, this degraded per-
formance not only leads to an unsatisfactory user QoE but also significantly reduces
the profit of content owner (e.g. content owner will loss 1% profit once downloading
time increases by 100ms [10]), and thus eventually jeopardises the whole mobile Internet
ecosystem.
In general, this unsatisfactory downloading time can be attributed to three technical
aspects:
 Content complexity: Modern web content is augmented by the rich-media materi-
als and miscellaneous dynamic structure techniques (e.g. JavaScript and Cascading
1
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Style Sheets (CSS)). By embedding a large number of objects, the total content
size dramatically surges, demanding increased network resources [1]. On the other
hand, resolving the page structure requires a noticeable and synchronous compu-
tation latency [11]. Additionally, these characteristics exhibit highly variant across
different webpages, aggravating the difficulties to achieve universally satisfactory
download time.
 Network uncertainty: The evolution of radio techniques boosts the mobile network
to offer improved network resources (e.g. higher bandwidth, low end-to-end latency
and packet loss ratio). However, application performance is widely reported to
have low resource utilisation under the unavoidable network uncertainties [12].
Such network uncertainties present at both radio interface (e.g. Round-Trip Time
(RTT) variation and random loss caused by the channel impairment [13]) and
mobile backhaul (e.g. high difference of propagation delay when accessing content
at global-wide [14]).
 Limitations of existing networking protocols: The newly standardised Hypertext
Transfer Protocol 2.0 (HTTP/2) and Quick UDP Internet Connections (QUIC)
protocol are intended to fundamentally overcome the Head-of-Line (HOL) blocking
issue of HTTP 1.0 and Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) at application layer
and transport layer, respectively [15, 16]. However, existing understanding of their
performance are still superficial. More specifically, given the content complexity
and network uncertainty, whether these protocols can adjust themselves adaptively
to obtain a satisfied performance is the main concern raised.
1.1 Research motivations
Embracing the reality that page load times will continue to be higher than user tolerance
limits for the foreseeable future, we realise that the technical aspects associated with the
downloading time are comprehensive and intertwined. The rapid evolution of content,
network and internet protocol obsoletes most traditional optimisation policies which are
only suitable for simple content, network offering limited resources (e.g. low bandwidth,
high end-to-end latency and high packet loss ratio) or conventional Internet protocols
like HTTP 1.1/1.0. We categories these technical aspects as follows:
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Evolution of content: Today’s web based content presents high complexity. The
prosperity of web techniques like JavaScript and Hypertext Markup Language (HTML)
5 brings web content into a rich-media era, providing professionally designed layout, high
resolution picture/video and customised information. Such rich-media contents exhibit
a dramatically increased size, object number, miscellaneous object types and complex
page structure, leading to a dramatically increased resources consumption (e.g. network
bandwidth and processing ability). As prior works [1, 3] anatomised the impact of
such content complexity on page load time, both academia and industries turned their
attention to two main aspects: the high variance between characteristics of different
web contents and the computation activities during content downloading. For instance,
the disparity of webpage size and embedded object number across top 1000 websites
can be larger than 100 times (e.g. page size ranges from 60 KB to 6 MB and object
number varies from less than 10 to several hundreds, respectively [17]). Consequently,
most conventional optimisation approaches failed to provide a universal benefit and even
hurt the performance once being unaware of specific content properties. For instance,
content push without concern of root html size may degrade the total page load time [6]
and blindly caching all web content may bring no acceleration but waste the storage and
result in inconsistent content issue [18, 19]. These observations incite future optimisation
approaches to be context-aware and customised. On the other hand, the definition of
the downloading time of a web content has been refined due to the newly discovered
computation activity [18, 20]. For example, in order to resolve the page structure, a
browser needs to gradually parse the downloaded JavaScript and CSS file to understand
the object dependency. Such synchronous computation activity can block the network
transmission of following objects and account for non-negligible portion of the overall
content access time. Under such situation, the effectiveness of conventional content
cache and push can be substantially marginal [18], motivating cross-layer cooperated
intelligence rather than pure application layer approach.
Evolution of mobile network: Due to the evolution of physical techniques and
network infrastructure, the cutting-edge radio access networks like LTE/LTE-Advance
(LTE-A) and Wi-Fi 802.11ac offers boosted bandwidth, lower latency and packet loss
ratio. Consequently, unlike the legacy networks (e.g. 2G/3G) where a significant body of
research effort have been paid on leveraging multiple paths or maximally compressing the
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content volume to overcome the limited network resources, such enhanced network steers
the research interests towards an effective and robust utilisation of the available network
resources/infrastructure and the design of customised strategies with the concern of the
coexisting different network characteristics. For instance, as the large-scale experiment
carried out in United State commercial LTE network reveal, for flow size larger than
1MB, 71.3% of them only utilised less than 50% bandwidth, resulting in a 52.9% longer
transfer time than if the bandwidth was fully saturated [21]. Besides committing the
improved network condition, there are increasing number of evaluations reporting the
network also presents unavoidable network uncertainties (e.g. the variation of latency
and packet loss [12, 13, 22]), which are inherently caused by random noise or other chan-
nel impairment. Application performance are observed to be highly fluctuated under
such network uncertainties [21, 23] and besides the coarse-grained evaluations [3, 24], in-
depth and cross-layer anatomy are further required to provide prerequisites for taming
such network variation. Meanwhile, these network uncertainties can be caused by not
only the radio interface but also the backhaul, especially when a user accesses the con-
tent deployed at global-wide. For instance, the end-to-end latency for content deployed
at domestic or international locations can varies from serval milliseconds to several hun-
dreds of milliseconds [14] and the bandwidth utilisation under long RTT path can be
substantially lower than short RTT path [25]. Consequently, to seek for a ubiquitous
fast content downloading service, both fluctuation at radio interface and path difference
at backhaul should be carefully aware.
Evolutions of Supporting protocols: The HTTP and TCP protocols, which account
for the majority of the mobile applications [26, 27], determine how to utilise the network
resources to provide data delivery service to applications that differs in characteristics.
Over past decades, numerous protocol optimisation approaches driven by the evolution
of content and network have continuously emerged, stimulating the standardisation of
the HTTP/2 [16] and QUIC [15]. At application layer, traditional HTTP 1.1 and 1.0
apply strictly sequential object delivery, and such policy leads to notable idle time con-
sumed by HTTP request between each object. This policy also incurs the famous HOL
blocking issue, especially when object number increases or object retransmission oc-
curs in a lossy network. HTTP/2 targets to eliminates these difficulties by introducing
stream/connection multiplexing, header compression and content push. Unlike HTTP
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1.1/1.0, in HTTP/2 each object is managed as an individual stream and the stream/-
connection multiplexing features allows content sender to concurrently send multiple
objects on single connection. These features have been proofed to reduce the object
delivery time, and the reduced connection number from multiple (e.g. 6 connections)
to single also yields significant efficiency at application layer [3, 20]. However, as most
HTTP/2 parameters are fixed set (e.g. fixed single connection number and max stream
number per connection), the obvious performance disparity [28] observed when varying
the protocol parameters call to questions that a lack of intelligent parameters adapta-
tion in reaction to user and network context cannot guarantee a fast content delivery.
Additionally, from the perspective of transport layer, the HOL issue still exists since
TCP forces the in-sequence delivery and a packet loss will block the following packets
until the lost packet is successfully retransmitted. This motivates the progression to
apply multiplexing at transport layer by replacing TCP by UDP. QUIC, a UDP based
transport layer protocol, fundamentally solves the HOL issue. It inherits the conges-
tion algorithm as TCP (e.g. New Reno and CUBIC), simplifies the handshake time
to 1 or 0 RTT and improves the loss recovery mechanism by allocating an increased
sequence number. Consequently, the downloading performance can be further improved
comparing to HTTP/TCP. However, through application measurements recently con-
ducted [29, 30], unexpected and degraded performance can be observed when content
or network presents different characteristics (e.g. network fluctuation or large content
size). These observations inspire more in-depth and cross-layer performance analysis
about QUIC to dissect a fine-grained relationship among its inherited congestion con-
trol algorithms, HTTP layer settings, content properties and network condition which
are believed to be highly variant and intertwined as aforementioned.
On the other hand, in addition to the identified technical challenges, the evolution of
content, network and protocol also provide opportunities pending further investigation
and leveraging. For instance, the thriving of web techniques increases the web complex-
ity due to the introduction of dynamic structure that demands real-time computation
activities. Meanwhile, these techniques can also facilitate the dissection of the detailed
web meta information (e.g. Uniform Resource Locator (URL) or content size), which
is the premise of designing customised and ubiquitous content acceleration approaches.
Similarly, despite the unavoidable network fluctuation and the various path character-
istics of the cutting edge mobile network, the matureness of the mobile edge computing
framework also provides fertile ground for utilizing the storage and computation ability
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at closer proximity (e.g. LTE eNB or Wi-Fi access point) to deploy network monitoring,
analytics and optimisation services [5]. This is in contrast to the conventional cloud-
based framework which comparatively restricts the fast provisioning of instant contextual
information about the network and users. Meanwhile, as the key components between
application data and network resources, the new features adopted in HTTP/2 and QUIC
provide fertile ground for designing cross-layer intelligence. For instance, by moving the
transport layer congestion control algorithm to user space, the real-time HTTP applica-
tion information (e.g., each single object size and HTTP/2 object priority) can be easily
integrated with network path condition, which can be exploited to ignite fine-grained
adaption techniques.
1.2 Research objectives
Overall, the main objective of this project is to reduce the access latency of web content
in mobile networks. According to aforementioned discussion, we focus on three scenarios
where distinctive challenges from multiple categories integrally exist and thus lead to
critical gaps/issues that pending investigation/optimisation:
The first objective is to carry out in-depth evaluation and analysis of the evolved Inter-
net protocols to identify the performance of web content downloading. The emergence
of newly proposed HTTP/2 and QUIC protocol are expected to inspire industry to
upgrade their web content, but the existing understanding of the performance when
applying these cutting-edge protocols on web content are superficial. Therefore, both
numerical analysis and practical evaluation should be conducted to clarify how the proto-
col behaviour and features affect the content downloading time. More specifically, these
analyses should be aware of the joint effect of content complexity, cross-layer protocol
cooperation and varies mobile network conditions.
The second objective is to propose necessary intelligences to solve the identified issues that
related to downloading time of web content. There are two sub-tasks for this objective:
 To develop smart network functions at the edge of the cellular infrastructure to
speed up end-to-end content access. This is because the network edge nodes have
close proximity to mobile users, thus can collect the real-time radio condition and
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user preference and also achieve fast delivery of necessary context information to
each user. The processing and storage ability at the distributed network edge nodes
can also be leveraged to design and deploy novel network and content services,
especially for web contents which have high complexity.
 To develop end-to-end smart HTTP/TCP/QUIC adaptation techniques in order
to improve the page load time in mobile network. Given the high variant con-
tent characteristics and network conditions, the application layer and transport
layer protocol should intelligently adapt itself accordingly. Moreover, these adap-
tion approaches should perform in a cross-layer manner, with more attention paid
on the key content metrics like computation latency, varying content size and
the unavoidable network uncertainties like RTT fluctuation, backhaul latency and
random packet loss.
The third objective is to evaluate the proposed solutions. First, numerical studies should
be conducted to study the efficacy of the proposed algorithms, especially under vari-
ous content and network settings. Second, prototype implementation should be car-
ried out and demonstrated to prove the feasibility of the proposed frameworks or al-
gorithms. Third, extensive evaluations of the proposed solutions on practical testing
network should be carried out. Especially, the comparison between web content down-
loading performance with and without the proposed intelligences should be given to
quantitively clarify their benefit and cost.
1.3 Research contributions
The technical contributions of our research are listed as follows and all the novelties
proposed are driven by information of both application layer and transport layer:
A novel context-aware Mobile Edge Hint (MEH) framework with customised
client side algorithm to select an optimal HTTP/2 connection number at
application layer to speed up webpage downloading time
We first carried out a numerical study to clearly identify the ratio of idle time during
the total page downloading time quantitatively differs under different content sizes and
network conditions, which is caused by the fixed single TCP connection number adopted
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in HTTP/2. Towards enabling an intelligent and individualised adaption of the connec-
tion number, we proposed a context-aware mobile edge hint framework. To provision
customised information as algorithm input for each page downloading transaction where
the path characteristic and content characteristic can be different, the mobile edge server
collects and caches the meta-data (e.g object URL, object size and connection’s initial
congestion window) of frequently visited web pages as well as the network conditions.
Upon receiving requests on these popular webpages, the MEC server hints back these
meta-data to the HTTP/2 clients. Based on the hinted information, a client will exe-
cute a novel algorithm to select an optimal connection number to overcome the idle time
for this specific page complexity and current network condition, thus leading towards
reduced page downloading time. The significance of this framework is that, in terms
of bandwidth utilisation, it breaks the limitation of all existing caching or prefetching
based approaches which are still limited by the single connection. Also it strives to
maintain end-to-end connectivity where necessary (especially for in-band downloading
of web objects). The extensive testing conducted in a LTE band 20 testing network
based on a prototype implementation substantiates the proposed framework can bring
valuable improvement on page load time with minor overhead.
Publication: Peng Qian, Ning Wang, Gerry Foster, and Rahim Tafazolli. Enabling
context-aware http with mobile edge hint. In Consumer Communications Networking
Conference (CCNC), 2017 14th IEEE Annual, pages 420426. IEEE, 2017. [31]
An non-URL based MEC framework with QoE-aware client-side algorithm
to dynamically select optimal initial congestion window at transport layer to
compensate the throughput drop caused by computation latency.
First, by realizing dependency inference based approaches have security and practicality
limitation, we endeavored to re-interpret the negative effect of computation latency as
throughput drop from the perspective of transport layer. This throughput drop is defined
by holding the theoretical expectation of the achievable throughput without computa-
tion latency as a baseline. Second, towards a compensated throughput, we proposed a
context-aware initial congestion window selection algorithm which targets to balance the
trade-off between eventual QoE improvement and increased initial bandwidth cost. This
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algorithm works as plugged component in an MEC server which performs application
layer intelligence. The MEC server collaborates with Test as a Service (TaaS) platform
that offers up-to-date content attributes (e.g. computation latency of a given webpage).
This framework also complies with the web security policy since no detailed URLs are
required to be stored. A prototype implementation and test in real LTE-A network
reveals noticeable throughput improvement as well as eventual page loading time are
achievable under various computation latency, page size and end-to-end latency.
Publication: Optimisation of Webpage Downloading Performance with Content-aware
Mobile Edge Computing, Proc. ACM SIGCOMM Workshop on Mobile Edge Commu-
nications (MECOMM) 2017, Los Angeles, U.S.A [32]
A server-side algorithm on the basis of multiple coordinated QUIC connec-
tions to achieve fast and robust content downloading time for short-lived
content in the presence of the network uncertainty and protocol/application
variation.
We first carried out short-lived content downloading with QUIC and different Congestion
Control Algorithms (CCA) enabled (e.g. loss-based New Reno/CUBIC and rate-based
BBR) in a locally controlled LTE-A testing network. The results reveal that the perfor-
mance challenges associated to QUIC are not only the degraded median completion time
but also the poor performance robustness. These challenges can be attributed to the non-
optimal behaviour of each CCA in the presence of the unavoidable network fluctuation
events (e.g. random loss event and RTT variation). Enlightened by these observations,
we proposed a mQUIC scheme which leverages multiple coordinated QUIC connections
to perform customised state and congestion window synchronisation in an NFE-driven
manner. With the help of the proposed mQUIC engine, the content server can retain
optimised and balanced congestion window, state and objects allocation among all the
connections, which enable content downloading to be resilient to the unavoidable NFEs.
A proto-type implantation and extensive testing by comparing mQUIC enabled QUIC
over plain QUIC are executed in LTE-A/Wi-Fi network. The results confirm the pro-
posed scheme can achieve a fast and robust downloading time under different network
and protocol settings.
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Publication: P. Qian, N. Wang and R. Tafazolli, ”Achieving Robust Mobile Web
Content Delivery Performance Based on Multiple Coordinated QUIC Connections,” in
IEEE Access, vol. 6, pp. 11313-11328, 2018. [33]
1.4 Thesis Outline
The structure of this thesis is organised as follows: In Chapter 2, we provide a com-
prehensive review of background and literature from the perspectives of content charac-
teristics, network evolution and protocol evolution. The contribution and limitation of
the state-of-art are also figured out. In Chapter 3, we present the proposed web accel-
eration framework which enables the context-aware mobile edge hint. In Chapter 4, we
focused on the negative effect of computation latency, with a context-aware approach
proposed by the help of a MEC server cooperating with a TaaS platform. In Chapter
5, based on the experiments conducted in real LTE-A testing network, we first high-
lighted the identified performance issues of QUIC for short-lived content in the presence
of network fluctuation, then the proposed mQUIC scheme targeting to achieve fast and
robust downloading performance is illustrated with the extensive testing results. Then
we briefly conclude our work and discuss the future work in Chapter 6.
Chapter 2
Background and literature review
In this chapter, we provide a comprehensive literature review about content complexity,
protocol behaviour and the properties/infrastructure of the mobile networks, which are
three dominant aspects related to content delivery time.
Before the detailed review of each key factors, we first highlight the problems, limitation
and gap of the state of the art in the field of optimizing web content downloading
performance.
The first fundamental limitation is that due to the emerge of the newly proposed
HTTP/2 and QUIC protocol, their performance under various network condition and
content characteristics are still not clearly understood. For instance, in terms of HTTP/2,
a rough conclusion is that the optimal value of protocol parameters like connection num-
ber and allowed stream number per connection is different when network condition and
content characteristics change. More specifically, considering the content adaption tech-
niques like content pushing and object dependency based prioritisation which in fact
increase the bandwidth utilisation, the maximum bandwidth that can be utilised will
be limited by the adoption of the single connection. However, since the existing un-
derstanding of HTTP/2 are all based on the evaluations conducted in real test-bed,
thus numerical analysis is required to clarify how these protocol parameters (especially
connection number) quantitatively related to the various network condition and content
metrics. On the other hand, regarding the QUIC protocol, it inherits the same con-
gestion control algorithm as TCP with the elimination of HOL blocking and excessive
11
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handshake delay. However, there is no practical performance measurement of QUIC-
enabled web content downloading in a mobile network, especially in the presence of the
unavoidable network uncertainties.
The second main limitation is that practically the usage and efficacy of existing ap-
proaches are constrained by the various content characteristics. For instance, the main
constraint of content caching is the miscellaneous cache control policies which lead to lim-
ited cacheability of web content and the inconsistent cache. Similarly, content prefetch-
ing and dependency inference based prioritisation are also restricted in practice due to
the applied content policies like code obfuscation and web security control. This raises a
question that whether the performance degradation can be solved in a cross-layer man-
ner, when application approaches is not a silver bullet. On the other hand, shedding
light on the existing transport layer approaches for short content acceleration, they all
present a lack of the consideration of content complexity (e.g. computation delay and
various content sizes), making all of them being far away to be applied on modern mobile
web contents.
The third challenge is that as MEC framework is widely believed to be a key technique
of future mobile network, how it can be practically beneficial to web content are still
unexplored. The close proximity of network edge nodes enables the MEC server to have
the ability to collect and store fine-grained user information and radio condition in a
real-time manner. Meanwhile, it can inherit the traditional cloud side techniques like
content caching and prefetching from external content server deployed at the public
Internet. Therefore, the key step to practically enable web content acceleration based
on MEC concept is that to how to appropriately utilise the proximity and the accessible
user and radio information.
2.1 Content characteristics and complexities
Understanding the characteristics and complexities of web content is the key prelim-
inary to accelerate its downloading performance. Downloading of a webpage consist
of two types of activities: transmitting the content data via a network and executing
computation activities for page structure parsing. The time consumed by the former
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is determined by the total page size and the latter depends on object dependency. We
discussed these two aspects as follows:
2.1.1 Content size
Content size has been identified as a critical metric that impacts user-perceived web
content downloading time [1]. The main challenges associated to the downloading accel-
eration caused by the content size are two-fold: the dramatically increased content size
and the high variance between the different web contents. In terms of today’s average
page size, a glance at [17] reveals that it substantially raised from 1018 KBytes to 2552
KBbytes from Apr. 2012 to Apr. 2017. This explosive growth can be attributed to the
widely usage of varies content types like JavaScript, CSS file and the embedded pictures
and short video clips which have high resolution. As a consequence, to cater for the
mobile users which have comparatively lower bandwidth and processing ability, most
popular content owners provide a mobile version of their webpages, with a reduced pic-
ture/video resolution and embedded object numbers. However, prior endeavour pointed
out [3] that the efficacy of page simplification is minor in LTE network, since retaining
necessary user favoured content does not allow an over-simplification in either content
size or page structure. On the other hand, high variance of content size can be observed
across different pages. For instance, the author of [1] figured out News websites load a
significantly higher number of objects than others, whereas Kids and Teens Web sites
host a higher fraction of Flash content type. Consequently, such difference leads to a
high variant page load time across website types (see in Fig. 2.1). Johnson et al. [34]
further examined the landing pages of TOP 5000 websites, fitting the curve of number
of objects per page as a general Gamma distribution and the page size as Weibull dis-
tribution. Both of these two curves exhibit a long tail end and thus substantiates that
the difference across these webpages is significant.
2.1.2 Object dependency
A common characteristic of all modern webpages is that the page structure and the de-
pendency between embedded objects are determined by Document Object Model (DOM)
tree. It provides a language-neutral interface that allows programs and scripts to dynam-
ically access and update the content, structure, and style of a document [35]. Figure 2.2
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Figure 2.1: Page load time by web category [1]
depicts part of DOM tree parsing behaviour at mobile browser side. For instance, suc-
cessful downloading of a JavaScript file at client browser will trigger a script evaluation
event. There are two types of script events: synchronous and asynchronous. A script
is regarded as synchronous by default and executing such script will block the net-
work transmission since it needs to update the DOM tree. Alternatively, a script can be
marked with async or defer attribute to avoid colliding with root html file but in fact only
1.7% of TOP 200 websites adopt these tags [36]. Once the synchronous parsing event
finishes, according to the updated DOM tree, the browser can understand the URLs of
the following objects depending on that JavaScript file (e.g. pic1, pic2 and pic 3 2.2)
and continue to send requests to these objects. Prior measurements in [11, 18, 20] show
this computation latency caused by dependency parsing can significantly hurt the down-
loading performance (e.g. account for 40% of the total downloading time [11]). More
importantly, this computation latency quantitatively relates to the on-device computa-
tion ability [18, 37]. For instance, to download the same webpage, lower computation
latency can be observed on desktop PC while mobile device suffers from a comparatively
higher computation latency due to its limited CPU processing ability. On the contrary,
the on-device memory has no impact on computation activity and mobile CPUs with
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different clock speeds present similar performance (e.g. the downloading performance
difference between Samsung S6 phone with ARM Cortex-A57 core clocked at 2.1GHz
and Samsung 1.7Ghz is minor [37]).
Figure 2.2: Object Dependency
2.1.3 Content manipulation techniques
2.1.3.1 Content caching
In order to reduce the content size to be transferred via a wireless network, client-side
caching is an essential mechanism and it has been widely deployed across wired and
wireless network [19, 38]. According to the cache-control field in HTTP packet, a client
can determine whether to cache the received content into local storage or not. Once the
client initiates a request to a locally cached object data, it will directly copy the data from
the local cache rather than retrieving it via a network. As a consequence, the user QoE
is expected to be notably improved and the severe radio resource constraints on both
individual user and network operator sides can be effectively alleviated. However, given
the complexity of today’s web content, prior measurements on practical cache-enabled
mobile applications show that the actual cache performance is far away from its ideal
expectation [18, 39, 40]. First, as the content owner can strictly control the cacheability
of an object via ”cache-control” field in HTTP header, only half of the HTTP objects are
cacheable [17, 41]. In terms of the life time of the cacheable objects, Wang et al. reveal
75% of dynamic objects expire within one day and 23% of the cacheable objects only
have a lifetime less than 1 hour [40]. This observation indicates that the data volume can
be saved over an air interface is limited. Second, due to the high variance of the cache
policies defined across different web sites [40] and the imperfect cache implementation at
client side [19], content caching at client side frequently incurs redundant data transfer or
incorrectly cached content [39]. Third, the benefit of content cached becomes marginal
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(e.g. 13% in the median case [18]) in the presence of computation latency. This marginal
benefit can be attributed to that caching an object that does not belong to the critical
path of page structure cannot contribute to hiding the computation latency [18]. Seeking
a more effective cache approach, academia turned attention to other cache metrics. For
instance, Wang et al. propose and examines a more finer-grained cache metric ”micro
cache” [40] which caches part of the codes of dynamic objects like JavaScript and CSS
files, which can effectively improve the time to first paint. The authors of [42] further
analyses the similarity of structure-related files between the consecutively requested
pages and the proposed similarity-based file caching can speed up the page loading time
up to 68% if the more historical information is presented. Meta-push [43] enables a
client to have the ability to caches the server-pushed meta data (e.g. object URL, latest
update date, etc.) of embedded objects for a given website, thus the sequential HTTP
requests of these objects can be avoided by sending all requests at an early stage.
2.1.3.2 Content prefetching
In order to speed up the delivery of potential contents, prefetching techniques can pre-
dict the interested URL links and retrieve these potential data before the user explicitly
requests them [44–46]. To predict the potential links, the prefetcher needs to anal-
yse user’s log, cache history and the web graph which represents the relationship and
popularity between URL links [47]. For instance, by estimating user’s interests via a
regression-based model, the social content prefetcher proposed in [48] reduces the Twit-
ter’s access latency up to 62%. Similarly, Zhao et al. proposed a Markov chain model
relying on user context to perform personalised prefetching for operator-allocated VIP
users [46]. Alternatively, these user-preference or historical information approaches can
be deployed at a proxy or a content distribution network (CDN) platform to conduct
a long-term oﬄine analysis and cooperate with the caching module. With the assis-
tance of the up-to-dated cached content information, optimised and accurate URL set
can be generated to strike a balance between request volume and eventual download-
ing time reduction [49–51]. For instance, Flywheel [49] is a cloud-side proxy system
which applies multiplexed prefetching with the concern of proxy side cache information
while WebPro [50] and Parcel [51] prefetch the customised pages for each user according
to the historical preference of each user. Armstrong et al. [45] also provided a study
that the benefit of the proxy-based prefetching scheme can be impacted by the location
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in the mobile network infrastructure. In contrast to the client-side prefetching which
may waste the bandwidth if the prefetched content is not wanted, proxy/cloud-based
prefetching only consumes the storage space and processing resource on the proxy, which
can eliminate the redundancy data at radio interface.
2.1.3.3 Content compression
Content compression is a complementary scheme to content caching and prefetching,
which aims to reduce the data volume generated by applications. Different compres-
sion techniques like gzip, 7-zip and bzips are widely applied [52] and effectively achieve
a noticeable compression ratio (CR) between 82.5% and 84.9% for HTTP traffic [52].
However, the achievable CR varies for different object types (e.g. picture file has higher a
CR than html file) and also highly depends on the detail of content data (e.g. JavaScript
with long variable name and white space can be shrunk to a much smaller size). Ad-
ditionally, the mismatched compression acceptance policy (e.g. server offers encoding
type A, but the client only accepts encoding type B) between client and server leads
to compression under-utilisation issue, which accounts for 79% of total HTTP response
traffic [52]. As a consequence, in practice these content compression techniques at server
or proxy fail to attain a universal gain and even worsen the overall downloading time, es-
pecially when web content differs and network resource does not perform as a bottleneck
(e.g. LTE network) [49, 53]. To address such issues, network-aware and content-aware
selective compression techniques have emerged [49, 53, 54]. By leveraging the proxy-side
processing ability to trace the network condition, these techniques dynamically select op-
timal content transformation strategies for each object within a given webpage, yielding
a noticeable performance gain compared to conventional approaches. As a representative
example, FlexiWeb [53] first distinguishes the objects between that should be directly
fetched from the content source and relayed via proxy, according to compression benefit.
Second FlexiWeb applies differentiated compression on each selected object, instead of
uniformly compressing every object in a lossless manner. Such context-aware intelligence
reduces the page load time by 35% - 42% compared to the status quo [53].
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2.1.3.4 Dependency-based content prioritisation
To overcome computation activity which blocks the network transmission, rescheduling
the object request/response on the basis of dependency inference attracted a signifi-
cant body of research efforts. As a start-up, simple object prioritisation (e.g. html >
CSS/JavaScript > others) based prioritisation can only yield marginal improvement in
the presence of today’s web complexity [20]. In order to resolve a fine-grained object
dependency, Butkiewicz et al. [55] proposed an integrated proxy-browser architecture
which oﬄine analyses webpage to infer the DOM tree. Accordingly, higher priority is
allocated to the objects which can block the progressive page load. Polaris [36] further
improves the inference accuracy by utilizing a measurement platform named Scout to
tracks the fine-grained data flows across the JavaScript heap and DOM tree. The in-
ferred URL graph is sent to the client side to perform a client-side object re-ordering
algorithm. Furthermore, this dependency-based object prioritisation has been enabled
as a key component at cloud platform [50, 51, 56]), cooperating with content packag-
ing/pushing or performing fine-grained acceleration for each sub-computation process of
building DOM tree (e.g. initial page load [57]). The testing results validate all of these
object dependencies based approaches successfully attain a noticeable downloading time
improvement in the mobile network. However, the dependency computation still cannot
be fully understood and tamed due to the diverse scripts semantics and obfuscation
schemes that to protect the privacy the content code. For instance, Polaris [36] does
not support Javascript files including “eval(sourceCode)” and “with(obj)”. Parcel [51]
and WebPro [50] still rely on the user-side execution of parts of the unsolved dynamic
JavaScript files. Recall the similar limitation of content caching, prefetching and com-
pression, such limitations can be attributed to the intrinsic complexity of web content
and it is expected to persist until content providers can allow a open access of their
content code in a plain format.
2.2 Evolution of mobile network technologies
The LTE/LTE-A system has been widely deployed in the commercial cellular network
in recent years. In addition to the physical layer enhancement techniques like carrier
aggregation and Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) which are expected to boost
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the bandwidth, end-to-end latency and packet loss rate, the optimised structure of pro-
tocol stack at eNodeB including control plane and user plane also offers fast and robust
signalling and data service. On the other hand, the transformed infrastructure which
opens computing and storage resources at the network edge, provides fertile ground
for deploying network/data service. As a result, a dramatic improvement on the per-
formance of individual user (e.g. higher throughput and low downloading time) can
be observed, leading to a better QoE for various application types. Meanwhile, differs
from GRPS and UTMS network where the main optimisation target is to overcome the
long latency, limited bandwidth and high loss rate, the technical challenges associated
to content downloading performance in LTE/LTE-A network becomes further reducing
signalling latency (e.g. promotion delay), designing customised optimisation polices ac-
cording to the information provided by mobile infrastructure and attaining an optimal
bandwidth utilisation under the unavoidable network uncertainties.
2.2.1 Evolution of mobile access techniques
The available capacity in the mobile network has been dramatically boosted due to
the continuously emerged and improved physical layer techniques. For instance, carrier
aggregation has been proposed by 3rd generation partnership project (3GPP) LTE-A
release-10 [58] to aggregate two or more component carriers (CCs) to achieve higher
bandwidth and to support high data rate transmission. According to the research con-
ducted by federal communications commission (FCC) [59, 60], a large portion of auc-
tioned frequency spectrum remains idle at given time and location. With the assistant
of carrier aggregation, it is feasible to allow LTE-A base station to adopt spectrum shar-
ing to access carriers from other systems in order to improve the flexibility of spectrum
utilisation. MIMO is an advanced technology that can effectively exploit the spatial
domain of mobile fading channels to bring significant performance improvements to
wireless communication systems. For instance, the 8 * 8 MIMO system increases the
power spectral density. Data rates can reach up to 1 Gbps given channel widths of 100
MHz. Table 2.1 illustrate the theoretical capacity comparison. Obviously, thanks to the
combination of the enhanced physical techniques, LTE/LTE-A works well at high data
rates from over 100 Mbps to 1 Gbps.
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Table 2.1: Physical Techniques in LTE/LTE-A [8]
Moreover, the transformation of the user plan structure also yields noticeable latency
reduction for data delivery service at radio interface. Figure 2.3 provides a comparison
of user plan structure in UMTS and LTE. In general, the user plan consists of four
layers. In a UMTS network, when receiving the external packets routed via SGSN,
the Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP) layer compresses the packets and allo-
cates a logic sequence number of wireless bearer. The Radio Link Control (RLC) layer
mainly performs ciphering/deciphering and manages the state of wireless bearer. The
Automatic Repeat-reQuest (ARQ) function is integrated at Radio Network Controller
(RNC) to support error detection and retransmission. At NodeB, the Medium Access
Control (MAC) layer provides feedback on the decoding attempts to the transmitter
after each transmission by Hybrid-ARQ (HARQ) and it also maps the logical wireless
bearer to a physical channel. Such a mechanism ensures the in-order packet delivery
from eNodeB to UE with minor delay overhead [26]. In order to further reduce the user
plane latency of UMTS, in LTE network the two entities RNC and NodeB are integrated
as eNodeB. Therefore, packet only experiences one-hop buffer in eNodeB and then the
queuing latency within the cellular network is significantly reduced [26].
Additionally, LTE/LTE-A network also presents latency reduction during Radio Re-
source Control (RRC) state transition phase. At RRC layer, to save the energy and
wireless resource, it manages the state of radio channel on the mobile device for the
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Figure 2.3: Comparison of user plan between UMTS and LTE [2]
purpose of energy saving and optimised resource allocation. Figure 2.4 depicts the com-
parison of RRC state machine between UMTS and LTE. In LTE network, when a user is
sending or receiving data from the network, it stays at state “Continuous Reception”. If
there is no data for a short period (e.g. 100ms), the user will enter “Short Discontinuous
Reception” (Short DRX) state. If there is another no data period around 20ms, user
state becomes Long DRX, which means user prepares to change its state to idle but still
waits for data and consumes high power. At this state, the user will return to Contin-
uous Reception state if any data arrives within around 11.5 seconds [21]. Otherwise, it
will enter into RRC IDLE state which only consumes less power. At RRC IDLE state,
if the user wants to send or receive a packet (e.g. to initiate a new HTTP connection),
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it will cost 3 signaling messages to establish radio channel to promote the state. This
state promotion is compulsory to each user who initiates data service at RRC IDLE or
Disconnection state, resulting in an unavoidable latency for data service. As showed in
Fig. 2.4, as the state machine is enhanced in LTE network, in practice, the promotion
delay can be reduced from 580ms (3G) to 260ms [22] due to the flat architecture and
the improved state machine mechanism. It is worth noting that towards a fast content
downloading in LTE network, theoretically this few hundreds millisecond promotion de-
lay cannot be ignored. However, as a pre-warmed radio state can be achieved by a ping
or persistent connection [22, 61], we do not include this latency in our work.
Figure 2.4: RRC management mechanism in UMTS and LTE [3]
2.2.2 Evolution of mobile network infrastructure
Driven by the prosperity of mobile applications which demanding vast network and com-
putation resources, leveraging the idle computation power and storage space distributed
at the network edge becomes an invertible trend for enabling ubiquitous and person-
alised mobile service. Compare to the cloud computing which still suffers from long
propagation delay, the MEC server deployed at various RAN nodes (e.g. LTE eNB or
Wi-Fi access point) can have a close proximity to mobile user, thus is able to provision
“local” content delivery or customised computation with the consideration of real-time
user and network context information. As a comprehensive service enhancement en-
tity in the network, the functionalities that can be integrated on a MEC server include
not only the traditional service optimisation techniques (e.g. content caching/pushing
or HTTP/TCP proxy) but also the newly proposed radio resource based techniques
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(e.g. mobility-aware content prefetching, D2D-based oﬄoading). In terms of the tra-
ditional optimisation approaches, HTTP/TCP proxy has been already widely deployed
to perform a group of optimisation methods [62]. For instance, in order to absorb the
network uncertainty on backhaul, the end-to-end TCP connection between the content
server and the client is split to two connections at the proxy [63], achieving increased
throughput [64]. Meanwhile, holding the packets at network proxy side can seamlessly
leverage the error recovery techniques at the base station, thus the connection failure or
packet loss at radio interface could be fast recovered. Therefore this enhanced feature
can achieve a reduced number of connection re-establishment or packet retransmission
from the original server which may stay far away from mobile network [65]. On the
other hand, to extend the protocol compatibility at both the content server and client
sides, the proxy can also perform as a protocol translation gateway. For instance, as
proposed in [66], Information Centric Network (ICN) data plane is an alternative option
for mobile backhaul and its hierarchical caching can significantly reduce the content de-
livery time as well as the traffic volume at backhaul network [4]. To practically support
the coexistence of different protocols, Li et al. proposed a new architecture to augments
the mobile HTTP/TCP users with the ability to utilise the ICN hierarchical caching
without any modification at client side [4] (see in Fig. 2.5). Similarly, the backhaul
can also seamlessly access the external HTTP-based web content, and with the help
of more name mapping algorithms like [67], popular content service (e.g. HTTP live
streaming [68]) can be beneficial from such ICN-enabled caching network.
Once these traditional optimisation approaches are moved to the MEC, with the help of
computation ability and storage space at the network edge, the QoE of the end user can be
further improved with the consideration of context-aware information like the availability
of radio resources and the trackable user information. Figure 2.6 depicts an example of
MEC framework with an intelligent video acceleration module enabled [5]. Given the
fluctuating capacity caused by the varying radio channel or device mobility, the lagged
reaction of upper layer protocol like TCP may fail to adaptively tune its congestion
window accordingly. As a consequence, the under-utilisation of available radio resource
will result in a sub-optimal user experience. To overcome this issue, the radio analytic
module deployed at MEC server can collect and analyse the radio variation, and thus the
MEC can periodically hint the original video server the estimated achievable throughput
measured at radio interface. With the assistance of this information, the video server
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Figure 2.5: HTTP ICN Gateway [4]
can perform its own intelligences like dynamical congestion window (cwnd) tuning and
video coding selection, ensuring the application throughput as well as the user QoE.
Figure 2.6: MEC Assisted Video Acceleration [5]
Meanwhile, to overcome the performance deterioration caused by long backhaul de-
lay and traffic exposition, many cache-enabled MEC frameworks which utilise the dis-
tributed storage at the mobile edge have emerged. For instance, Wang et al. proposed a
novel edge caching scheme based on the concept of content/information centric network-
ing [38]. The evaluation results validate that caching at edge nodes (e.g. EPC and RAN)
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can significantly reduce user-perceived latency as well as redundant traffic volume over
the network. Shanmugam et al. further investigated the file downloading latency under
different scales of radio cache helpers and backhaul, with a greedy algorithm proposed
to achieve an optimal allocation between each cache point [69]. User mobility is also
considered as a key metric to further enhance the cache efficiency (e.g. driving cache
relocation and collaboration between different edge nodes [70] or determining oﬄoading
policy by greedy or random algorithm [71]). Furthermore, leveraging the downloaded
data based on numerous mobile devices and performing D2D communication managed
by a MEC server can be another effective way to improve the cache availability and the
reduce the content access latency [72–74]). However, as mentioned in 2.1.3, since web
content has limited content cacheability and high security consideration, MEC frame-
work will inherit the same constraint when applying such caching or prefetching based
approaches.
2.2.3 Practical performance of the evolved mobile network
As mobile operators over the world gradually upgrade their access technologies from 3G
to 4G, a common target of these commercial networks is to offer high network availability
of multiple nines with low latency, low loss ratio and high data rate. This pervasive
network upgradation has enlightened great interests in both academia and industry to
measure and understand the practical network performance [3, 21, 22, 24, 75–77]. Fig. 2.7
depicts a comparison of the median throughput measured in various mobile operators.
At the initial stage (e.g. year 2011 to 2012 [21, 22, 75]), the practical downloading
throughput per user was only 5.83Mbps to 12.7Mbps. As the network deployment
becomes mature and optimised, a dramatic throughput increment can be observed (e.g.
28Mbps at Sweden 2015 [24]). Compared to 3G network where the measured throughput
per user is limited at several hundreds Kbytes/s [76], there is no doubt that the improved
throughput becomes a premise to further enhance the performance of today’s rich-media
web content, although it is still far away from its nominal value. Specifically, different
from these measurements based on TCP protocol which still suffers from a series of
issues like spurious retransmission and timeout, the greedy measurement which adopts
UDP in [77] reveals the median throughput can achieve a higher value (e.g. 35.1Mbps).
However, since the plain UDP which directly increases the data rate without any concern
of packet loss will sacrifice the protocol friendliness to other users, thus this higher
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throughput cannot be achievable in today’s practical cellular network where the majority
of HTTP applications still adopt TCP as its transport layer protocol.
Figure 2.7: Measured Throughput of LTE
The end-to-end RTT, regarded as a critical metric of web content downloading perfor-
mance, has been also well studied. To accurately examine the RTT that experienced by
a mobile application, the main methodologies adopted in an LTE network is monitoring
the connection control messages (e.g. TCP/HTTP handshake messages) between a mo-
bile client and server deployed at core network side. As depicted in Fig. 2.8, compared to
3G network where the RTT ranges from 200ms to 400ms [22], a remarkable reduction of
RTT can be observed across all mobile operators (e.g. 70ms in 2011 to 2012 US or 40 ms
to 45 ms in Europe). According to the Slow Start (SS) principle of TCP protocol [25],
this improved RTT at radio interface effectively boosts the achievable peak throughput
for short-lived applications and reduces the time consumed by exchanging the protocol
control messages which blocks the data transmission (e.g. TLS negotiation and HTTP
SETTING or GET). Thanks to this fundamental enhancement, the mobile web delivery
time is dramatically accelerated by 60%, compared to 3G network [3]. However, such
a low latency at radio interface raises an issue that the latency from core network to
external content server which may stand at a continent far way will become a new la-
tency bottleneck. For instance, as reported in [14], the latency measured within Europe
only stays around 17ms while the global propagation latency presents at a granularity
of 100 ms (e.g. 120ms from Japan to North America or 220ms from India to North
America). Consequently, the coexistence of low and high end-to-end latency in LTE
network requires a customised optimisation policy that can be aware of this network
disparity.
Figure 2.8: Measured Latency of LTE
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Another fundamental performance parameter is the packet loss rate. Compared to 3G
network which the packet loss rate can be larger than 1% [78], a consensus from existing
measurements in LTE network is that this packet loss rate has been improved to less than
0.32% [3, 12, 13, 75, 79], as depicted in Fig. 2.9. This improvement can be attributed
to the enhanced access technologies aforementioned in 2.2.1. For instance, apart from
the optimised channel quality, the simplified RRC state mechanism adopted in LTE
network alleviates the excessive retransmissions which caused by a TCP layer RTO and
the promotion delay at RRC layer, although the authors pointed out that this problem
persists even with LTE, albeit less frequently than with 3G.
Figure 2.9: Measured Loss rate of LTE
More importantly, beside the undoubtable enhancement of these average values, the
variation of network condition which is believed as a nature of mobile network has been
also dimensioned. Overall, we conclude that both unstable and relatively stable network
conditions can be observed from existing works [12, 13, 21, 75, 79]. Here the definition
of a stable network condition is that its impact on application layer performance can
be ignored, although statistically it still performs a slight uncertainty. For instance,
the RTT stays stalely around 60.8ms +/− 0.5 ms in the network provided by AT&T
2012, or slightly varies from 38ms to 43ms in Sweden 2012 [75]. Similarly, the minor
loss rate (e.g. less than 0.03%) in [3, 24] or zero packet loss/retransmission [75, 79] can
be ignore from the perspective of application downloading time. In contrast, a high
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network variation will lead to severe performance degradation of the mobile application.
For example, as the RTT presents as a Gaussian distribution with a high standard de-
viation [12], it results in a similar pattern to user throughput. Moreover, the standard
deviation of RTT measured in an anonymous operator in [80] is three times the mean for
half of all connections. In terms of the packet loss ratio, the authors in [79] reveals that
the standard deviation performs the same level as the average value at 0.1%. Similarly,
the measurements in Dublin city [12] confirms that the overall packet loss ratio varies
between less than 0.01% to 0.32%, according to the randomness of link quality. As a
consequence, the joint effect of the uncertainties of loss rate and RTT hurts the appli-
cation throughput. For instance, prior measurements [21] reported that in uplink and
downlink the throughput both have a modest variation of 3 to 8 Mbps or even exhibits
a much higher variation, ranging from 4.93Mbps to 57.7Mbps in Sweden 2012 [75].
The reasons behind these variations are miscellaneous and comprehensive. These net-
work uncertainties can be caused by an unidentified background flow [75, 79], varied
content size [21, 75], time-of-the day [79], user locations [12], user mobility [12, 13]
and spurious retransmission [3] which are in-fact affected by the link quality for each
individual user at both radio and backhaul interface. Meanwhile, user in a commer-
cial network may suffer from more practical issues like connection/link failure during
inter-frequency handover inter-frequency handover (e.g. a handover from LTE-800MHz
to LTE-2600MHz) or inter-RAT handover (e.g. a handover from UMTS to LTE) and
outages that involve central components in the core network [81], thus becomes more
challenges to retain a robust and stratified performance. It is worth mentioning that
for the web content downloading which is the main topic in our work, there exists a
fine-grained correlation between such potential network fluctuation and application per-
formance caused by the suboptimal cooperation between transport layer protocol and
application layer protocol, we leave this detailed discussion in Chapter 2.3.4.
2.3 Evolution of Internet protocol
Internet protocols play a critical role in content downloading performance since it de-
termines how to utilise the network resources to serve a specific application. Given
the unstoppable trend of content explosion and network evolution, the inefficiency of
traditional Internet protocol HTTP and TCP for delivering such content in the mobile
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network have been widely exposed in past decades. Meanwhile, various approaches have
unprecedentedly emerged to improve this inefficiency and such initiatives have stimulated
the standardisation of next-generation protocols of mobile Internet like HTTP/2 [16]
and QUIC [15]. However, there is a growing consensus of that these newly standardised
protocols are not silver bullet [3, 20, 28, 82–84], although their advantages over their
predecessors are notable.
2.3.1 Evolution of application layer protocols
Figure 2.10 illustrates the key novel features of HTTP/2 as follows:
 Persistent connection: The default connection management policy in HTTP
1.0 is to close each connection once the current HTTP transaction completed.
However, once a client starts to request a new content to the same server after a
short period (e.g. a user may click another page link on the current page after a 10
seconds view time), the client is forced to repeat the 3-way handshake procedure
to reconnect the server, which adds a notable latency to the eventual downloading
time. Persistent connection is a mechanism to allow HTTP client/server to reuse
the previously established TCP connections to initiate a new HTTP transaction,
avoiding the repeated connection establishment time. For instance, in Fig. 2.10(b),
object 5 can be directly requested on a persistent connection which was previously
established for delivering object 1 and 2. By default, this feature is enabled in
HTTP 1.1 via the keep-alive field in HTTP header.
 Pipelining request: As depicted in Fig. 2.10(c), the client can only send a request
to object 2 once the downloading of object 1 is successful. This strictly dependent
object downloading policy leads to a HOL block issue. If the downloading of any
object is interrupted (e.g. caused by link failure or network congestion), a client
cannot request any of the following objects until the lost object is retransmitted.
Meanwhile, assuming a failure-free network where all objects can be delivered
without any interruption, the time consumed by sending a request to each object
in sequence will add dramatically latency, especially for today’s media-rich web
content. The request pipelining adopted in HTTP 1.1 releases this one-by-one
request constraint at client slide. A client can simultaneously send HTTP requests
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to multiple objects (e.g. object 1,2,3,4,5 in Fig. 2.10(c)) without waiting for the
downloading of each object. However, this HOL issue remains at sender side since
the content server cannot send the HTTP response of a requested object if the
delivery of a previous object is not acknowledged.
(c) HTTP 1.1 with pipeline    (d) SPDY/HTTP 2.0
(a) Web page       (b) HTTP 1.0 
Figure 2.10: Comparison of HTTP 1.0/1.1 and SPDY/HTTP 2.0 [3]
 Stream multiplexing: In order to solve this HOL issue at sender side, HTTP/2
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allocates a unique stream ID to each object and multiplex them on a given con-
nection. The server traces the status of each on-flight stream independently and
then multiple objects can be sent concurrently (see in Fig. 2.10(d) object 2 and 5).
This feature effectively boosts the bandwidth utilisation on the connection in two
aspects: first it eliminates the idle time required for waiting for the acknowledge-
ment at server side, which usually at least takes 1 RTT. Second the concurrent
objects transmission is able to saturate the available bandwidth allowed on the
connection.
 Connection multiplexing: In HTTP 1.0/1.1, to mitigate the HOL issue at the
application layer, a client will initiate multiple connections (e.g. 6 connections)
to the content server. Considering a web content which may spread objects on
multiple domains, the excessive number of parallel connections will overconsume
the computation ability and network resource at both server and client side. For
instance, a Samsung Galaxy S5 phones opens 137 parallel connections to load
CNN.com [10], which leads to 7.7 seconds downloading time in a commercial LTE
network. In contrast, HTTP/2 only adopts single connection per domain and
thanks to stream multiplexing feature, the server can simultaneously answer each
request without influence each other. Consequently, this single connection is ex-
pected to achieve a satisfactory bandwidth utilisation and alleviate the resource
overconsumption.
 Server push: Server push is an optional feature that allows a content server to
directly push objects (e.g. embedded objects in a web page) upon receiving the first
HTTP request from the client. As shown in Fig 2.11, typically it requires at least
two RTTs for a client to fetch the first byte of root html file (e.g. example.html).
After parsing the root html file, it starts to send requests to the URLs of the
embedded objects (e.g. example.png). In contrast, by enabling content push at
the server, the embedded objects can be directly pushed along with the root html
file, reducing at least one RTT for embedded objects. The prerequisite to properly
enable this feature are two folds: 1) The capability of push should be negotiated
between client and server on the connection establishment phase. 2) To avoid
push unwanted objects, the acceptance of pushed objects should be verified in
advance at client side (e.g. sending the URLs before the data transmission starts) .
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These prerequisites motivate content server to predict user’s requests and priorities
objects according to their dependencies.
Figure 2.11: Server Push of HTTP 2.0 [6]
2.3.2 Performance study of HTTP/2 and its limitation
The standardisation of HTTP/2 rises a common interest in both industries and academia
to understand its practical performance. Surprisingly, the performance improvement
observed on HTTP 2.0/SPDY over HTTP 1.1/1.0 is not ubiquitous but highly context-
dependent and thus industries are hesitating to upgrade their content to be fully HTTP/2
supported [85]. Wang et al. [20] carried out evaluation between SPDY and HTTP 1.1
in a controlled wired network. The results presented in a decision tree indicate that
SPDY favours low loss, long RTT, large object number and small object size. This
observation validates the efficacy of stream and connection multiplexing, with an in-
creased bandwidth utilisation on these network conditions. In contrast, under high loss
rate (e.g. 2%), SPDY’s performance dramatically deteriorates and exhibits much worse
than HTTP 1.1. This is because the TCP protocol adopted at transport layer aims to
guarantee the in-sequence delivery, therefore one packet loss on a single connection will
block the following packets until the re-transmission succeeds. Similarly, these findings
are further confirmed by other efforts [20, 28, 82]. For instance, when splitting a 1MB
picture from 1 object to 100 objects, HTTP/2 performs a stable performance while
HTTP 1.1’s downloading time linearly increases [28]. However, this performance gain
diminishes when the default allowed maximum number of concurrent object changes
or RTT inflates. Furthermore, a fine-grained comparison between imgur, twitter and
youtube [28] reveals tuning the default protocol parameters like (number of connections,
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number of multiplexing stream) can yield different performance gain for each website
but the optimal value for different network condition and page characterises are non-
identical. Look into its performance in a real cellular network, Erman et. al concludes
that despite the spurious transmission caused by the low layer inefficiency like RRC
state timeout, 18 out of 20 top pages can be accelerated by SPDY in LTE network [3].
However, only 4 out of 20 pages can achieve a downloading time less than 2s, which is
still far away from the famous 2s threshold for user satisfaction.
Shedding light on the optional feature server push, Rosen et al. present a comprehensive
measurement by varying page characteristic and network condition [6]. Due to the
saving of client-side requests, server push helps to accelerate downloading time from
14% to 16% under high loss and high RTT scenario, but it is highly depended on
page characteristics. Additionally, content pushing by selecting and grouping according
to different rules can lead to opposite results and it suggests that pushing should be
enabled after the downloading of root html file, to avoid the bandwidth competition
with this highest priority object.
Considering all the valuable findings above, the vulnerability of HTTP/2 under different
contexts have been gradually exposed. On the one hand, the non-optimal performance
unveiled under various content complexity caused by fixed protocol parameters and be-
haviour rise a “one size can not fit all” problem. On the other hand, the application
layer and transport layer protocol should be jointly examined since object reschedul-
ing/manipulation and the service of network resource provision should be matched with
each other. Consequently, bridging the gap between these above-mentioned contexts
and cross-layer protocols should be a key basis to further enhance the web content
downloading performance.
2.3.3 Inefficiency of transport layer protocol
In mobile networks, the role of a transport layer protocol is to probe and utilise the
network resource to provide reliable packet delivery service to HTTP layer with packet-
level congestion control. Therefore, it becomes one of the key components that can
determine the web content downloading time. As exposed from both theoretical and
practical studies, bandwidth under-utilisation is believed as its critical shortage in mo-
bile network [21, 26], especially in today’s LTE/LTE-A network which offers higher
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bandwidth. For instance, the author in [21] carried out a large-scale LTE network (e.g.
22 commercial eNB are involved) test with HTTP/TCP application for 240 hours in
2012. Analysis based on the collected data shows for the TCP flow which takes more
than 1 MB data, 71.3% of them only utilised less than 50% bandwidth. Consequently, on
average, it leads to 52.9% longer transfer time than if the bandwidth was fully utilised,
incurring additional radio energy overhead. The reasons to explain this bandwidth
under-utilisation are diversified:
 Slow start: The target of slow start is to probe the available bandwidth on
a specific path without intensifying the network congestion. When a new TCP
connection is established, the initial congestion window size is set to a small value.
During the slow start phase, to ramp up the bandwidth, TCP increases the cwnd
by the number of acknowledged packet. The cwnd rises exponentially until it
reaches the predefined threshold or experience a packet loss and then the TCP
connection enters the Congestion Avoidance (CA) phase. Specifically, in wireless
networks, the slow start frequently happens not only at the start phase of a session
but also when a TCP connection encounters congestion or reset after idle [3, 21].
Consequently, the cwnd in slow start phase becomes a deterministic parameter
of the page load time, since slow start phase accounts for majority part during
the whole content downloading period [26, 63, 76, 86]. However, the slow start
mechanism is not optimal in two situations: First, it can take quite a long time until
a connection can ramp up the full bandwidth, especially in a high BDP network.
Second, the exponential increasing cwnd may exceed the bottleneck bandwidth
and leads to a burst packet loss.
 Head-of-line blocking: As aforementioned, in a lossy network the packet loss
can hurt web content downloading time due to the HOL issue at the transport
layer, although HTTP/2 solves the HOL blocking at the application layer. This is
a fundament of the acknowledgment based protocol which aims guarantees the in-
sequence delivery. Upon a single packet loss, all following packets at sender side are
blocked at least one RTT until the client acknowledges a successful retransmission.
From the perspective of the application layer, once this temporal blocking affects
a critical object that has many children objects, it will aggravate the performance
and QoE degradation.
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 Handshake delay: Establishing a TCP connection requires 1 RTT to exchange
handshake messages between client and server. Moreover, the increased user con-
cern over security and privacy on the Internet has led to widespread adoption of
HTTPS. As sketched in Fig. 2.12, there are two modes to apply encryption on a
plain TCP connection. For full mode, by exchanging a session key between client
and server, it requires two RTTs in addition to the TCP handshake phase. For
fast mode shown in Fig. 2.12(right), a SessionID is cached to retrieve a previously
negotiated session key, avoiding the cost of creating a new session key and thus
reducing the handshake to 1 RTT [7]. Unlike long-lived stream which can last for
few hours, the impact of handshake delay on total content downloading cannot be
ignored.
Figure 2.12: TLS Handshake [7]
2.3.4 Optimisation of transport layer protocol
The existing works targeting to solve the above-mentioned issues are categorised as
follows:
 Fast start up: Tuning the congestion window is a popular approach to speed up
the slow start phase. In RFC 3390 [87], the initial cwnd is suggested to increase
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from 3 to 10 and such fixed IW can bring at least 10% reduction of web load
time when the network RTT is high [86]. Alternatively, more attention has been
paid to enlarge the congestion windows dynamically rather than fixing it [88–90].
Zhang et al. proposed a TCP variant named TCP/SPAND which can improve the
completion of TCP connection for short-lived flows [88]. It collects the network
information to estimate the available resource. Based on these estimations, the
TCP sender can determine an optimal cwnd size. On the other hand, the cwnd
during the slow start phase can be also continuously adjusted assisted by the
network information. For instance, sender can utilise the feedback on the path
to detect the network congestion and periodically adjusts its pacing rate [25].
However, as the author pointed out, these traditional network-assistant algorithms
always introduces new IP and TCP field to feedback the network parameters or
require each router/other end host on the path can support performance detection,
which is too complicate to be deployed. Additionally, these approaches only focus
on small content (e.g. up to around 250KB [88]), assuming content only experience
in slow start phase in a wired scenario [89] or directly set IW as a full rate without
concerning its benefit and cost [90]. Such limitations make these techniques become
impractical in today’s mobile internetwork, and given the matureness of MEC
framework, the pure end-to-end approach has the potential to overcome the above
limitations if necessary context-information can be obtained in a real-time manner.
Another issue for slow start phase is how to avoid the potential burst and conges-
tion when the congestion increases near to the bottleneck. A well-known solution
is hybrid-slow-start algorithm [91] which has been widely adopted in today’s TCP
versions on many commercial content platforms.
Traditionally, the slow start will terminate once it encounters a loss event which
indicates the current congestion window slightly exceeds the existing network bot-
tleneck. Hybrid-slow-start algorithm adds RTT variation as another metric. It
traces the RTT variation during the content downloading, once it exceeds a pre-
defined threshold (e.g. 0.125 of RTT), the slow start phase will elegantly stop
without incurring any packet loss. The efficacy of this algorithm has been vali-
dated in wired scenario but as figure out in [23], the detection of network bottleneck
can be disturbed by the network fluctuation in mobile network. For instance, as
mentioned in 2.2.3, the unavoidable RTT fluctuation and random packet loss can
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force the TCP connection to prematurely exit the slow start phase. Consequently,
this TCP connection will stay at congestion avoidance phase which only allows a
more conservative congestion growth rate, leading to bandwidth under-utilisation
and an eventual poor content downloading time.
 Handling Head-of-line blocking: As a fundamental limitation of TCP proto-
col, the approaches targeting to avoid HOL can be classified to two types: 1) with
the assistant of network proxy [64] or 2) Replacing TCP with UDP protocol which
does not rely on the in-sequence delivery [29]. Proxy-based approaches always
separate the connections in the middle, isolating the loss path from each other.
Holding the packets at network edge can shorter the retransmission path and in-
telligently control the TCP flow to alleviate the network congestion (e.g. packet
pacing), which can effectively minimise the negative effect of network loss. Addi-
tionally, once the proxy can be deployed at all network edge, with client and server
side connecting each other in parallel connections, the packet can be manipulated
with artificial header which can enable the proxy to dynamically reschedule the
packets upon a loss event [61]. On the other hand, seeking for the UDP based ap-
proach can fundamentally address this issue. QUIC, proposed by Google, adds an
acknowledgement mechanism on plain UDP socket with a novel sequence number
management scheme. The lost packet will be pushed into current sender buffer
with an increased unique sequence number and the transmission of other packets
are totally not affected. It inherited the same congestion window algorithm as
new RENO and CUBIC, and has been validated to outperform TCP under loss
environment.
 Handling Handshake delay: Utilizing the time period consumed during hand-
shake to transfer a proper amount of data or eliminating the handshake phase are
two directions to improve efficiency during connection establishment. As a typical
example of the former, TCP fast open (TFO) [92] adds a TFO cookie in the first
SYN packet and according to this newly added field, the server can save it and use
it to identify the client. Then if the client wants to establish more connections with
the server, both of the server and client can add DATA packet in the SYN and
SYN ACK (see in Fig. 2.12). This method utilises bandwidth during the period
of 3-way handshakes and on average it can reduce the web load time by 10% [92].
However, its limitation is that the client should be identified by the server before
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it can send the DATA along with the control packet. It means if the user just
registers on the mobile network and initiates its first connection to a website, this
TCP fast open cannot be used. Regarding the latter approach, both QUIC and
TLS 1.3 simplified handshake phase by caching the secured session information
that can be utilised for a 0-RTT reconnection between client and server. Also, the
latency required for first establishment of a connection is also reduced to 1 RTT
due to the improved algorithms.
2.4 Summary and Discussion
According to the above discussion, we summarise the above literature reviews as follows:
2.4.1 Evaluation of HTTP/2 and QUIC performance
The SPDY protocol and HTTP/2, continuously attracted study interests at recent
years [3, 20, 28]. Surprisingly, none of existing evaluations can give a solid conclu-
sion that HTTP/2 or SPDY can universally outperform HTTP 1.1/1.0, although better
performance of HTTP/2 can be observed for parts of web pages [3, 20] or under limited
network condition scenario [20, 28]. Moreover, as the rapid evolution of web complex-
ity [1, 11] and network condition [21, 22] are widely identified, in-depth investigations
are urgently required to explore the relationship between the web performance and these
context-aware information. By taking into account the realistic page size and network
condition, we believe our idle time analysis further proves the limitation of single con-
nection adopted by HTTP/2, although more network related metric likes loss ratio and
RTT variation are needed to be investigated in future.
In terms of the performance evaluation of QUIC, here is a general observation that
HTTP/2 with QUIC outperforms HTTP/2 with TCP for short-lived application in the
presence of random loss [30, 83, 93], mainly thanks to the elimination of HOL block-
ing. Meanwhile, the reduced number of rounds required for connection establishment
helps QUIC achieve noticeable acceleration, especially in the network environments with
long RTT [93–95]. However, despite these QUIC’s advantages, there are other content-
related metrics for which QUIC may see its performance less attractive. For instance, as
the number of embedded object in a webpage increases, the performance gain of QUIC
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over TCP becomes less significant due to a surging content queuing time at the server
side [83]. Moreover, its downloading completion time under high packet loss condition
is still relatively poor and sometimes even worse than HTTP 1.1 where multiple con-
nections are in place [83]. Furthermore, works in [84, 96] confirm that applying QUIC
on video service can help improve the video quality, including initial playout latency
and rebuffering frequency. However, these benefits cannot be commonly observed over
different regions, and the performance disparity of different client-side video adaption
algorithms like DASH BOLA [97], SQUAD [98] and BBA2 [99] also introduce practi-
cal concern of the upcoming large-scale deployment of QUIC. Given the ongoing trend
of the network evolution, it is a critical question whether QUIC could boost various
content performances in future mobile environments with high bandwidth capacity, low
RTT and loss ratio, thus more in-depth performance studies are required especially in
realistic mobile network environments.
2.4.2 Tackling computation latency
Existing efforts targeting to overcome the computation latency fall into two categories:
Oﬄoading computation task to cloud proxy or re-prioritizing objects based on the in-
ference of object dependency.
In terms of the cloud computation oﬄoading approaches, the computation tasks required
by a user’s page downloading can be to dynamically scheduled to cloud proxy. With the
assistant of the powerful CPU and the cached historical information of page structure,
the dependant URLs or the cached content can be directly sent to the user side. For
instance, in order to resolve a fine-grained object dependency, Butkiewicz et al. [55]
proposed an integrated proxy-browser architecture which oﬄine analyses webpage to
infer the DOM tree. Shandian [57] deploys a browser at cloud side to generate two
snapshots which contain the serialised the DOM and CSS rules. In contrast, Parcel [51]
and WebPro [50] directly leverage the cached page information to prefetch and push
the content, without waiting for the request from the client side. On the other hand,
server-assisted dependency inference techniques first perform self-analysis of the request
page structure at server side and then directly hints the page structure to the client.
For instance, Polaris [36] inspects the Java heap to generate the object dependency and
Metapush [43] batches all URLs of related pages. These fine-grained dependencies/URLs
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enable the mobile client to have the ability to aware and request the unknown URLs and
also prioritise these URLs accordingly, without being blocked by computation activity.
In addition, oﬄoading JavaScript execution is the main approach to help to reduce the
processing time and save the energy at mobile user side [100]. Other efforts dedicated
to help mobile web loading mainly focus on cutting down the excessive overhead and
traffic volume [51].
However, these techniques share two common limitations:
1) due to the lack of the consideration of the network condition and page size, the single
connection adopted by HTTP will lead to high idle time, which has been well discussed
and evaluated before. Recently, works likes [53] starts to involve a network management
module at the proxy side to provide a context-aware solution. Flexiweb [53] dynamically
decide the compression level of picture based on network condition and page information
while parcel considers the network condition to reduce the energy efficiency. Our solution
is orthogonal to these works and our pluggable algorithm could provide enhancement
over the top on these solutions.
2) With the increased usage of HTTPS, these application layer approaches suffer from
several security restrictions. First, all content push or hint approaches rely on the
awareness of URLs, but as aforementioned dependency-based computation still cannot
fully understand and tame such URLs due to the diverse script semantics and obfuscation
schemes that aim to protect the privacy the content code. For instance, Polaris [36] does
not support Javascript files including “eval(sourceCode)” and “with(obj)”, or Parcel [51]
and WebPro [50] still rely on user-side execution of parts of the unsolved dynamic
JavaScript files. Second, once URLs belong to multiple domains are generated, a client
will explicitly reject these URL hints or wait for the establishment of a secured connection
to that domain. For instance, we examined the Google Chrome browser and it changed
its policy to strictly reject non-origin URL hints since version 51.0. Therefore, the
benefit expected by these pre-awared URLs will be limited. Third, dependency based
approaches [57] may require the client to deliver its cookie or view history, and holding
such cookies and other fine-grained user preference at cloud side will raise the concern
of data integrity and privacy. Consequently, by realizing the above limitations, we turn
our attention to pursue a pure transport layer approach which can effectively avoid such
application limitations.
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2.4.3 Apply multi-connection techniques to improve content down-
loading performance
2.4.3.1 Domain sharding at application layer
Sharding contents within a page to multiple servers is a traditional way to overcome
the HOL blocking in HTTP 1.1/1.0 [28, 40]. However, for HTTP/2, the web page is
suggested to be held on only single domain [28]. It seems that the traditional domain
sharding approach, which also forces the client to open parallel connections, is similar to
the our parallel connections design. However, domain sharding is a server-side solution
which pre-defined by a website owner and the number of sharding domain is hard to
dynamic adjusted. Moreover, domain sharding is a static solution which needs extra
hardware deployment, DNS lookup and also hard to suit the varying network condition
or user side characteristics. Considering the vague trend of domain sharding of HTTP/2,
we leave the optimisation for the multi-domain scenario as our future work.
2.4.3.2 Steady-state based bandwidth aggregation to improve the through-
put for bulk data transfer
The authors of [101] introduced a steady-state model of New Reno to validate that
leveraging multiple connections can overcome the throughput drop in a lossy network
and this has been further extended to a wireless network where different loss patterns
were considered [102], confirming that the multi-connection approach is still beneficial
in mobile network for large data transfer. Additionally, in [103], a parallel algorithm
is proposed to maximise the bandwidth utilisation for file transfer in cloud data center
environments. However, these works only focused on bulk data transfer (e.g. at the order
of hundreds of mega-bytes [103]) based on the steady-state model. The performance
degradation is largely caused by packet loss, and this is in contrast to the short-lived
content transfer scenario which normally completes during the SS phase in a wireless
network with not only random loss but also RTT variations.
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2.4.3.3 Exploring multi-path or multi-source features to overcome network
bottlenecks
In today’s mobile Internet, the widely-adopted content distribution technologies (e.g.
CDNs) and the diverse radio access technologies provide fertile ground for utilizing
multiple servers or paths to avoid single performance bottleneck. For instance, the
authors of [104] leverage multiple uncorrelated paths to the distributed content servers
to dynamically allocate HTTP byte-range request, according to the real-time application
transferred volume. Similarly, the content requests are separated to multiple wireless
interfaces served by different ISPs to overcome the throughput degradation in [105].
However, performance enhancements relying on additional network facilities raise the
concern of practical deployment cost. In [106], a systematic evaluation of multi-path
TCP with HTTP/2 proved that under a high latency variation scenario, multi-path
TCP can have worse perform due to its suboptimal TCP connection management.
2.4.3.4 Integrating with middlebox or leveraging protocol re-encapsulation
to overcome HOL blocking
The authors of [61] proposed a multi-pipe proxy with transport layer re-encapsulation to
allocate a global sequence number to reschedule the blocked packet when HOL blocking
occurs caused by packet loss. Such a solution outperforms standard HTTP/2 by 24% in
terms of average completion time. Authors in work [107] investigated the performance of
web browsing with the help of a TCP proxy in various cellular networks. The commonly
observed performance improvement confirms that the network uncertainty such as ran-
dom loss from proxy to server can be effectively alleviated. Similarly, besides integrating
application layer approaches including intelligent cache and prefetching on the middle-
box, it is also revealed in [50] that up to 36% of the webpage downloading time can be
reduced by applying multiple connections from the proxy to the server in real network
environments. However, proxy enabled approaches can introduce various practicality
concerns such as the breaking of the end-to-end security, kernel level modification on
the client, server and proxy sides [61], as well as the compatibility with firewall across
mobile core networks [77]. More importantly, the benefit of utilizing multiple connec-
tions in UDP (a HOL blocking free protocol) in a fluctuating mobile environment is still
unknown.
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3.1 Introduction
Today, the HTTP-based web page content applications often suffer from poor web page
loading performances in mobile network environments [3, 21]. In recent years, substan-
tial efforts have been invested on improving the load time performance from different
perspectives. On the one hand, the next generation of HTTP protocol 2.0 is able to
tackle the existing limitations such as HOL blocking at the application layer [16]. On
the other hand, various HTTP proxy-based approaches break the end-to-end connection
in order to enable web content pre-fetching, caching, oﬄoading and compression to en-
hance user experiences [50, 51, 53]. Nevertheless, till now noticeable performance gains
cannot always be achieved under different network conditions and web page character-
istics [20, 107].
To overcome the inefficiency of repeating TCP handshaking and also the HOL issue, the
HTTP/2 protocol multiplexes all the web content objects contained in a webpage to be
delivered through one single TCP connection [16]. This single connection is expected to
fast ramp up the available bandwidth because the initial congestion window of a TCP
connection has been suggested to increase to 10 [87]. However, recent experiments have
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shown that under certain conditions HTTP/2 is only able to achieve marginal improve-
ment when compared to its predecessor HTTP/1 [3, 20, 28]. Specifically, this single
short-lived TCP connection may experience high idle or waiting time during the slow
start phase [21, 75], and the complex object dependency within a page also aggravates
the idle time [11, 20]. This idle time varies according to different content sizes, band-
width and end-to-end delay [28], thus limiting the bandwidth utilisation and affecting
the page load time.
In addition to the over-the-top (OTT) HTTP/2 protocol evolution, another thread of
research is towards intelligent mobile content access with the assistance of network func-
tions, typically through web content proxies. Current proxy-based techniques applied
in mobile network environments share two common features [50, 51, 53]: (1) Splitting
end-to-end connections between wireless and wired parts, and (2) Employing various
network operations such as content prefetching and caching for mobile users. However,
again these widely deployed proxies are unable to comprehensively achieve improve-
ments according to different context conditions [53, 107, 108]. In addition, splitting
of end-to-end connections encounters issues like unexpected timeout [77] or marginal
improvement [107] in real mobile networks.
Considering the above challenges, we propose a new scheme of HTTP with context
awareness based on the emerging MEC concept [5]. In the context of designing future
5G networks, MEC has been proposed as an advanced technique that allows smart net-
work functions embedded at the mobile network edge for enhancing OTT application
performances. One typical example on supporting adaptive video streaming applica-
tions is for the MEC server to provide just-in-time feedback on radio access network
conditions towards the original video source in order for the latter to perform necessary
adaptations [5]. Taking the MEC principle as the starting point, we aim to further tackle
the issue of suboptimal web content downloading performances. The target is to reduce
the page load time in mobile networks by taking into account specific context conditions,
not only including dynamic network conditions but also distinct web page complexities.
The proposed framework is called context-aware HTTP with mobile edge hint. Different
from the majority of existing work where the mobile network proxy acts as a man-in-
the-middle in terms of web content acceleration [50, 51, 61], our approach strives to
maintain end-to-end connectivity where necessary (especially for in-band downloading
of web objects), while having the mobile edge to provide necessary hint back to the
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clients. Based on the hinted information, a client will execute a local algorithm to select
an optimal connection number to overcome the idle time for this specific page complexity
and current network condition, thus leading towards reduced page downloading time.
Note that different form long-lived application likes video streaming which periodically
repeats connection and request, the webpage downloading only takes a few seconds to
be downloaded. Therefore the edge hint and the client-side algorithm only need to be
executed once at the starting phase when a user requests to a new page.
In the rest of the paper, we will discuss the following topics. In Chapter 3.2, we present
the detailed design of the MEH framework. Based on this, a numerical study of the
impact of webpage complexity and network conditions will be elaborated in Chapter 3.3,
followed by a plug-and-play algorithm which determines the optimised number of parallel
end- to-end connections against dynamic conditions. In Chapter 3.4, we describe the
prototype implementation of the proposed MEH framework, based on which we present
our final results obtained from experiments in a real LTE network.
3.2 Design of Mobile Edge Hint framework
In this subchapter we first describe our basic design rationale by briefly explaining
why webpage downloading performance can be enhanced through an adaptive number
of parallel TCP connections according to specific webpage complexities and network
conditions. Then we formally introduce the MEH framework together with the necessary
signaling mechanism to enable web clients to select the optimised number of connections
according to the hinted context information from the mobile edge. Such a framework
will be further detailed according to the mobile edge side and the client side, and finally
in this subchapter we discuss some practicality issues relating to MEH.
Adaptive Parallel Connections
As previously mentioned, HTTP/2 only adopts one single TCP connection. However,
this single TCP connection experiences idle time during its slow start phase and also
leads to low bandwidth utilisation in mobile networks [21, 75]. Increasing the initial
congestion window is a typical way to overcome such an idle time issue. The evaluations
in [25, 86] reveal that for different network Bandwidth-Delay Production (BDP) and
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webpage content sizes, the effect originating from increasing congestion window can be
significantly different. That is to say, depending on the characteristics of the webpage
being requested and also the current network conditions including latency and bandwidth
availability, it is beneficial to launch different number of TCP connections in downloading
all the content objects contained in a webpage. To this end, we design an algorithm
at the client side to adaptively select and open parallel connections to aggregate the
initial congestion window size according to the aforementioned context information. This
algorithm is able to identify the idle time of the target page under a specific network
condition and adaptively select an optimal connection number for webpage downloading
operations. We leave the details and numerical analysis of this algorithm in Chapter 3.3,
but first highlight the general MEH framework with the focus on how the mobile edge
is able to provide information hints on the necessary context information to the client
side in order for the latter to make optimised decisions on the number of connections.
Figure 3.1: Overview of Mobile Edge Hint HTTP framework
Framework of HTTP/2 with Mobile Edge Hint:
The architecture of the proposed framework is based on the MEC concept (see Fig 3.1).
Holding the optimisation algorithm locally, a mobile client utilises the monitoring and
meta-data storage capability at the MEC server to obtain context-aware information
as the input parameters to the optimisation algorithm. Such inputs include: (1) page
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meta-data (embedded URLs and page size) and (2) network condition including the
end-to-end latency and bandwidth availability. Conventionally, a client cannot under-
stand the meta-data of the embedded content objects until they are fully downloaded
and in general the webpages always have high variance on page sizes and embedded
object sizes [1]. Similarly, to determine the end-to-end BDP associated with the path
to the external server, the challenge in today’s mobile network is that the latency at
wired part may dominate the end-to-end latency [109] and due to this, contacting the
external network entity leads to a waste of time and jeopardises the page loading time.
To this end, the ability of direct network monitoring and maintenance of (relatively
static) web content meta data at MEC server located at the mobile edge (e.g. eNodeB)
can be utilised to provide necessary hints on the required context information on the
client side. Moreover, due to its close proximity to mobile users, these metrics can be
online delivered to mobile users through the query Application Program Interface (API)
without incurring latency to the external server.
Figure 3.2: Work process of the proposed framework
We describe the detail of the intelligence at mobile edge and client side as follows:
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Table 3.1: Collected information at mobile edge
Page meta-data Network path condition
URL of each object RTT from mobile edge to destination server
Size of each object Bandwidth from mobile edge to destination server
Last update date of each object Initial congestion window of destination server
Intelligence at mobile edge: Collection of content-aware information (oﬄine)
and fast hints (online)
The intelligence at the mobile edge includes both oﬄine operation (meta-data trace and
network monitoring), and online operations (fast hints back to mobile clients upon their
webpage requests). (See Fig. 3.1 and the dash line in Fig. 3.2). Detailed hint information
is listed in Table 3.1
(1) Capturing (popular) web content meta-data trace. The meta-data trace application
periodically loads the target page, extracts the meta-data of each object from the re-
sponse headers and caches them at local meta-data cache repository. This meta-data
includes information of each embedded object, such as object size, object URL, object
type, last update time etc. It is worth mentioning that for scalability purposes this oper-
ation only targets at popular webpages that are frequently visited by local mobile users,
and such popularity can be monitored by the network through specific mechanisms [110].
(2) Network measurement service. The network measurement application also periodi-
cally measures the end-to-end latency and senses the external bandwidth from the base
station to web server and caches them. Also the initial congestion window of the trans-
port layer connection to the remote server can be easily extracted during the periodical
page loading process. It is worth mentioning that according to existing performance
understanding in cellular networks, the available bandwidth is still much smaller than
that in wired part [21, 75]. Therefore, towards an efficient and practical deployment, the
MEH server temporally reserves this bandwidth measurement functionality until it can
be noticed that the external bandwidth will become a bottleneck (e.g. satellite backhaul
is enabled).
(3) Fast mobile hints. Upon an incoming request for a popular webpage for which the
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corresponding meta-data has been maintained locally, the MEC server will be able to
provide hints back to the client in order for the latter to make its own decision on the
total number of connections that should be established in order to optimise the down-
loading performance. Such hints effectively include latency at the wired part (based on
network monitoring), and also the meta-data about the webpage being requested. In
our framework, the MEC server also contains a local Domain Name System (DNS) com-
ponent which has already been proposed in ETSI [111]. Therefore the hint packets can
be delivered along with the DNS response message through an API. Figure 3.2 shows
the detailed operation procedure on how the MEC server gathers necessary context in-
formation and provides fast hints back to webpage content clients.
Intelligence at client side: Cooperating with mobile edge, the HTTP/2 client
sends requests to all embedded URLs on parallel connections
The solid line in Fig. 3.2 shows the online work process at the client side. Before sending
a request on a webpage, the client first sends a DNS query which can be handled by a
local DNS function embedded inside the MEC server, and a meta-data query message
is also sent along with this DNS query message. Upon receiving the query, the MEC
server is able to immediately send back the meta-data of the webpage and the context
information about the network condition. Upon receiving this edge hint, the client will
execute its local optimisation according to the following steps: (1) It reads and rebuilds
the meta-data information of each embedded object in the webpage, checks its local
cache information and compares with the meta-data in order to determine the URLs
and size of pending page (obtained by adding up the size of each object) to be requested.
(2) It measures the latency and bandwidth for the cellular wireless network part and
binds these values with the external network condition (e.g. from the mobile edge to
the external content server) in order to determine the BDP on the end-to-end path. As
discussed before, since it is widely believed that the bandwidth at the wireless cellular
link is always the bottleneck along the end-to-end path [21], in the rest of this work,
we assume the BDP equals to bandwidth in the wireless cellular link multiplied with
the concatenation of wired and wireless latency. (3) It uses the end-to-end BDP, initial
congestion window of the remote server and the pending page size as inputs, and exe-
cutes the local optimisation algorithm to determine the number of parallel connections
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to destination web server. Such an algorithm at the client side is effectively a plug-and-
play function, and we will introduce one representative algorithm in the next chapter
together with the analysis of the corresponding performance. Once the total number
of connections is determined, the client will directly send object requests through these
parallel connections. In addition, in order to keep the load balance between these par-
allel connections, since the client understands the size of each object, it can allocate
objects with the same aggregated size on each connection. Effectively, the page loading
time experienced at the client side can be reduced because the network idle time during
TCP slow start can be overcome by aggregating the congestion window of parallel TCP
connections.
Practicality considerations
Considering the practical realisation of MEH, existing works like [50, 51, 53] also lever-
age different measurement tools to trace the page meta-data or network condition as the
input to their algorithms. We select the Chrome browser with chrome-har-capturer [112]
tool to periodically load and trace the target web page. The HTTP response headers
of each embedded object are local maintained to build up the meta-data cache of the
traced page. When the mobile edge server sends the hints to the client side, gzip com-
pression will be used to minimise its size and we identified that the hints message can
be compressed at several KBytes. Especially, for the two key parameters which have
not been considered in exist works, we use content-length to determine the object size.
This content-length indicates the real transmission size transmitted over the network
since some objects might be compressed which lead to a significant difference between
transmission size and storage size. Moreover, for the object which uses chunked field,
we read its bodysize field in har file to obtain its size. In addition, to keep a customised
object size for different types of devices, we use –user-agent as a start-up flag of Google
chrome to emulate different screen sizes. For other objects dynamically executed by
user, we believe prior approaches [50, 55] have been able to address such issues, and
therefore we directly borrow their methods in our framework. Note that there are also
valuable works in the literature which achieves early object dependency awareness and
corresponding object re-scheduling [36, 55], these approaches can be complementarily
embedded in our framework in order to complementarily tackle the advanced object
dependency issue. Regarding the network condition measurement, a Channel Quality
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Indicator (CQI) based approach proposed in [113] can be used to estimate available
bandwidth at the client side. The latency on the wireless cellular part can be obtained
by the exchanged query messages between client side and the MEC server.
3.3 Numerical analysis of HTTP/2 idle time
In this subchapter, we give a numerical analysis of TCP idle time during an HTTP/2
page loading and introduce an adaptive parallel connection algorithm to determine the
number of parallel connections.
3.3.1 Impact of idle time under varying network condition and page
size
In HTTP/2, the idle time on the single TCP connection session consists of two parts: (1)
the idle time caused by parsing of object dependency [11, 20] and (2) the idle time caused
by TCP slow start [25, 114]. For the former, recent efforts have been invested to break the
“download-parse-download” dependency based on early-stage URL awareness [43, 51].
In this case, the early known URLs can be concurrently requested and downloaded on
the TCP connection, thus the idle time caused by object dependency parsing can be
minimal. To keep pace with these latest approaches, we also assume that this type
of idle time can be ignored. In contrast, due to the increasing trend of web content
size and rapid evolution of network condition, idle time caused by TCP slow start can
frequently take place in LTE network for short-lived application [21, 75], although the
initial congestion window has already been to promoted to 10 [86, 87]. In the following
parts, we mainly focus on the idle time caused by TCP slow start.
Considering the completion time model of this single TCP connection, existing works
such as [25, 115] provide sufficient works. In [115], the author provides a detailed analy-
sis of TCP downloading time in slow start and congestion avoidance phase in both lossy
and not lossy network. In [25], the author further summarises the completion time of
TCP by assuming once the IW reach the bottleneck, it will stay at this peak level with-
out experiencing any congestion window reduction. This assumption is reasonable since
the recent proposed hybrid slow start algorithm [91] can help the TCP connection find
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an appropriate congestion window which fully occupies the bottleneck’s full bandwidth.
We follow the modelling analysis in [25], and in addition, due to the object multiplex-
ing feature, the time consumed by each HTTP request can be ignored. Therefore the
completion time THTTP can be obtained as:
THTTP = 2RTT+
Spage
µ
+γ
[
RTT+
Smss
µ
]
−2(1.5γ−1)IW∗Smss
µ
where
γ = min
{⌊
log1.5
(
1+
RTT
2IW∗Smss/µ
)
+1
⌋
,
⌈
log1.5
(
Spage
IW∗Smss
)
+1
⌉
−1
}
,
(3.1)
The notation γ denotes the number of rounds that the congestion window exponentially
increases during the slow start phase, RTT refers to the round-trip time, IW is the initial
congestion window which equals to 10, µ indicates the available bandwidth, Spage and
Smss are the size of a web page and a TCP packet, respectively. The constant 1.5 in
this equation indicates that the delayed-ack is enabled and this is the default setting in
today’s Linux system.
We also follow the same assumptions in [25, 114, 116] that the exponentially increasing
congestion window is not limited by the TCP sshthreshold and when the congestion
window increases to full pipe size during slow start phase, the rest part of the content
will be transferred with the full rate µ. According to this equation, it is clear that the
total data completion time is calculated by three parts: first 2*RTT is the handshake
time, second
Spage
µ is the total data transmission time during each RTT, and the rest
part is the idle time consumed at each RTT [25, 116].
To assess the effect of idle time, we first calculate Tidle (see in equation 3.1) and then
focus on its proportion of the total completion time as Tidle/THTTP.
We vary the page size from small to large by following the Fig. 3.3. Figure 3.3 shows
the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of size of top 200 websites in the Internet
(Data collected at Oct. 2015). Since our scenario is webpage downloading via mobile
network infrastructures, the webpage size is measured from mobile version pages with
the median value of page size is 756KB (screen size 10′′) and 663KB (screen size 6′′),
respectively. These long-tailed curves also present higher average value (1.39MB and
1.08MB, respectively) due to the existence of some large pages which has no mobile
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Figure 3.3: Size of web page (mobile version, screen size 6′′ and 10′′)
version. We also vary the network condition by changing the BDP value from low to
high. These values are referred from [21, 75, 109]. For simplicity, we fix bandwidth and
change RTT to emulate the BDP range.
Tidle = γ
[
RTT+
Smss
µ
]
−2(1.5γ−1)IW∗Smss
µ
(3.2)
Figure 3.4 depicts the percentage of idle time in total page loading time for varying varied
page sizes and network conditions. In terms of different web pages, the increasing of
page size leads to a reduction of the proportional idle time. For instance, when network
BDP is low (e.g. with 20Mbps bandwidth and 50ms latency), a 400KBytes page suffered
from 52.3% idle time while a 3600KBytes page only experiences 15.9% idle time. This
is because most parts of large page are transmitted during full BDP period, which
alleviates the effect of idle time. Similarly, regarding the impact of network conditions,
large BDP extends the time that a connection stays at exponentially increasing period
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Figure 3.4: Percentage of idle time in total page load time
during the slow start phase. Therefore a noticeable increment on idle time can be
observed when latency increases from 50ms to 150ms. For example, the idle time rises
from 52.3% to 80.1% for a 400KBytes page and for a web page which of 3600K Bytes
size, this same trend can also be observed (its idle time increases from 15.9% to 40.8%).
These above observations indicate that, for standardised HTTP/2 which only adopts
single connection, the combination of page size and network BDP is the key factor that
determines the proportion of idle time in total downloading time. To the best of our
knowledge, different from [28] which only gives ambiguous results that page size and
different connection numbers can affect the page load time of HTTP/2, our evaluation
results reveal the numerical relationship between page size, network condition and page
load time of HTTP/2. Therefore, in order to reduce the idle time, according to (3.1),
given that client is not able to change the page size and network condition, selecting
an increased connection number (thus increased initial congestion window) with the
consideration of page size and network BDP is a feasible solution.
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3.3.2 Connection selection algorithm
Since opening parallel connections is able to achieve higher congestion windows, the
idle time can be reduced by the aggregated congestion windows according to [25]. Note
that parallel TCP connections have already been investigated for aggregating more band-
width, but our algorithm differs from them in the following aspects: (1) Some approaches
only use fix number of TCP connection [61] which misses the consideration of content
size and network condition. (2) For the approaches which use dynamic numbers of TCP
connections [101], they only consider steady-state phase. But as discussed before, takes
into account today’s mobile web page size, the TCP congestion window of mobile version
web pages will first experience the exponential increasing period and then stays at the
full BDP until the page completes.
Algorithm 1 Algorithm for select number of parallel connections n
ConnectionNumbermax ← min(ceil(BDP/(IW ∗MSS)),ceil(Spage/(IW ∗MSS)))
i← 2
C(i) ← 1/ConnectionNumbermax
G(i) ← (THTTP(i− 1)-THTTP(i))/THTTP(1)
while true do
if G(i) >= C(i) then
i++;
else
break;
end if
end while
n ← i-1;
In order to decide an optimised connection number, our algorithm evaluates the gain
and cost of increasing each one connection. (See Algorithm 1). Considering a network
with fixed BDP, for the page whose size is not less than the BDP, the maximum number
of connections to fully utilise this given BDP pipe is fixed as ConnectionNumbermax =
ceil(BDP/(IW ∗MSS)), or for page whose size is less than the BDP size, the maximum
connection number equals ConnectionNumbermax =ceil(Spage/(IW ∗MSS)). Assuming
the cost is the TCP connection, then cost of each increased connection can be normalised
to C(n) = 1/ConnectionNumbermax, which indicates the cost caused by increasing con-
nection number from (n− 1) to n connections. Similarly, the gain caused by increasing
connection number from (n−1) to n connections can be defined as G(n) =(THTTP(n-1)-
THTTP(n))/THTTP(1). Then to determine the connection number, the client iteratively
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compares gain and cost per each increased connection until the cost is larger than gain.
It is worth noting that it is also possible to directly solving the equation G(i) >= C(i)
to find a required i value. However, the challenge for this solution is that the required
output parameter i is related to γ and IW with the format of Gaussian function and
such parameters appears in both of coefficient and exponential function, and also the
value of γ relies on a comparison function where the other required constant like Spage
and RTT cannot be known at client side before it can receive the hint from mobile edge
server. So we prefer to use this iteration-based algorithm which can also obtain the final
output connection number in O(n) time complexity.
Figure 3.5: Reduction of page load time with proposed algorithm
Figure 3.5 and Table 3.2 depicts the numerical results of page loading time reduction and
the corresponding number of connections by varying the size of page from 400KBytes
to 3600KBytes and end-to-end RTT from 50ms to 150ms. In terms of the horizontal
trend, as the network BDP increases, the page can experience more load time reduction
and more connections can be opened. For example, when RTT is 50ms, the maximum
improvement can be seen on 400KB page (only 17.9%) and pages no smaller than 1600KB
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Table 3.2: Page load time reduction
experience no improvement. By contrast, when RTT increases to 150ms, the minimum
time reduction across all pages is 19.5%. Similarly, regarding the impact of page size in
the figure, more significant improvement can be observed for smaller pages. For example,
smaller pages (less than 1200KBytes) can be optimised up to 33.5% across all network
conditions. In contrast, time reduction of the larger page is relatively smaller (from 9.2%
to 26.3% when BDP reaches 20Mbps∗150ms). Regarding the cost, which is the number of
parallel connections, more connections will be opened for smaller page or larger network
BDP (ranging from 1 to 4). This range is still less than the typical parallel number
adopted by HTTP 1.1/1.0 (6 parallel connections). These above observations indicate
that our algorithm can be adaptive according to the varying page load context and
achieve a proper trade-off between time load reduction and the number of connections.
We also observed that for the case that a client still selects one single connection (e.g. if
page size is 3600KB, the available bandwidth is 20Mbps and the RTT is less than 100ms),
the determination of establishing one single connection is based on the page load context,
which means for specific page size and network condition, single connection is the better
choice than any other number of connections.
3.4 Prototype implementation and validation in emulated
and real LTE network
In this subchapter, we describe the prototype implementation of our framework and its
performance in a local LTE network.
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Figure 3.6: Test Environment Setup
3.4.1 Prototype implementation and Environment setup
Figure 3.6 depicts the test-bed environment based on which the experiments were carried
out. We modified the nghttp [117] proxy to enable adaptive connection numbers and
embedded a meta-data query module which sends meta-data query to the MEC server
along with the DNS query. This proxy is locally deployed at ubuntu 14.04.04 laptop to
works as a local proxy to the Google Chrome 47.0 Browser. Therefore all the HTTP/2
messages originated from the Chrome Browser will be intercepted by this local nghttp
proxy. The nghttp content server is deployed behind the core network. The connection
between server and client side proxy is configured as clear text HTTP/2, which is one
of the two modes (h2 and h2c) in RFC 7540 [16]. Different from existing work like [50,
51, 61], our prototype only needs application and socket API level modification and
still maintains the end-to-end service logic between mobile user and content provider,
which leads to a low deployment cost and also being friendly to mobile operators. In our
local LTE network, the average RTT is 65ms and average bandwidth is 32Mbps. Also
the measured network loss ratio is less than 0.02%, which presents similarly as [75, 79].
We use tcpdump to trace the packet at client side in order to measure the page load
time which is defined as the time from the first handshake message sent to the arrived
timestamp of the last data packet.
Figure 3.7 depicts more details about how these parallel TCP connections are imple-
mented on HTTP/2 library. Since today’s HTTP/2 open source implementation is still
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Figure 3.7: Test Environment Setup
at an early stage, it is worth validating that the downloading time measured on our plat-
form is not affected by any implementation issue. We use a single thread non-blocking
mode (e.g. library libev [118]) to manage multiple TCP connections, and each connec-
tion is scheduled in the same event-driven loop. The TCP connection is responsible for
handling packet level input/out event, and the HTTP/2 library will be called to handle
the corresponding HTTP/2 feature such as stream multiplexing, URL parsing and so
on. Since we are the first to apply multiple connections on HTTP/2, we also compare
our implementation with commercial HTTP 1.1/1.0 in a stable wired testing network
and also allocated only one object on each connection to eliminate the performance dif-
ference caused by HTTP layer feature. The results validated that our multiple HTTP/2
and TCP implementation is correct.
3.4.2 Performance test and Framework validation
We first evaluate our proposed scheme with random 15 pages selected from Top 200 web-
sites in the Internet. Since we specifically focus on the performance in mobile networks,
we select its mobile version. The size of these pages ranges from 346KB to 3686KB and
the number of objects ranges from 21 to 87. Considering the varying network conditions,
we conduct back-to-back run of a page with and without our framework and each page
was loaded 30 times. We also manually decoupled the object dependency to ensure the
dependency computation time is minor. Figure 3.8 depicts the CDF plot of traced page
loading time. It is apparent that our MEH framework significantly improves the overall
page download time. In the median case, page loading time by standard HTTP/2 is
2.38s and it is reduced to 1.89s (reduced by 20.5%) with MEH. In addition, page load-
ing time less than 2s occupies 38.4% without optimisation and in contrast, 61.8% page
load samples with optimisation are finished within 2s. However, the improvement for
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Figure 3.8: Performance comparison of HTTP/2 without and with proposed frame-
work in LTE network
large pages is not substantial. Similar percentages can be observed for the pages which
need more than 3.5s to be loaded in both cases, which are 9.5% for standard HTTP/2
and 6.7% for optimised HTTP/2. This is because according to our algorithm, larger
webpages experience low idle time during page load time therefore its improvement is
much less than small pages. We also provide a detailed comparison for 3 selected pages
in box plot format in Fig. 3.9. Page 1 is 622KB with 32 objects, Page 2 is 1412KB with
72 objects and Page 3 is 3648Kb with 46 objects. From the plot box figure we can see
that: (1) For small pages like Page 1 and Page 2, in the median case the performance
gain are relatively higher (34.5% and 24.3%) while for larger page size (Page 3), the
improvement is only marginal (6.03%). (2) we also observed that our algorithm leads
to a small range of page load times for smaller pages (e.g pages 1 and page 2). This
is because when the RTT increases, the page load time will increase. However, since
the corresponding network BDP also rises, according to the analysis in Chapter 3.3, our
algorithm can help the client to select more connections to overcome the longer latency.
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Figure 3.9: Box plot of page load time without and with proposed framework
we also calculated the average size of mobile edge hint packets of top 200 mobile websites
(see in Fig. 3.10. As mentioned before, towards a minimal overhead, we use gzip to
compress the meta-data. All only necessary fields are included in the packets and for
same content with customized URL suffix we only save the common prefix part. As a
consequence, we observe that 89.8% of the edge hint are less than 1KB, which means
compared to the total page size, the overhead and latency caused by these packets are
minimal.
3.5 Conclusion
In this work, based on the idle time analysis of today’s mobile webpage and mobile
network condition, we present the framework of Mobile Edge Hint (MEH) to improve
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Figure 3.10: Size of edge hint
the page loading time. In this MEC-based framework, the MEC server which stands at
the edge of network oﬄine collects and maintains the context-aware metrics like external
network latency and meta-data of popular web pages. Upon receiving requests on these
popular web pages, the mobile edge is able to hint back to the HTTP/2 clients and
the clients will execute a local algorithm to dynamically determine an optimal parallel
connection number to download all objects embedded in the page, according to the
hinted knowledge on page meta-data and the current network condition. These parallel
connections can reduce the idle time during TCP slow start and the experiment results
in a real LTE network show that the page load time can be improved up to 34.5% and
in the median case, the improvement is 20.5%.
Chapter 4
Optimising initial congestion
window with consideration of
computational latency
4.1 Introduction
Nowadays HTTP based applications account for the majority of content traffic volume
in mobile network environments. The wide variety of HTTP applications such as web
browsing, DASH (Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP) based video-on-demand
(VOD) and live-streaming, have distinctive features in terms of traffic patterns and
user’s QoE models. Given the dynamicity and uncertainty of network resource avail-
ability in mobile environments, providing assured QoE for such types of application has
become a distinct challenge. Among various strategies to tackle this challenge, making
HTTP and its supporting transport layer protocols such as TCP, QUIC [15] adaptive
to dynamic network conditions and different content characteristics has become an at-
tractive solution option.
In the literature, content and network adaptations on DASH-based video applications
have been widely investigated. On the other hand, one unique feature of today’s short-
lived content applications (e.g. webpage downloading) is that computation time on the
client device side accounts for non-negligible portion of the overall content access time
given the significant growth of webpage complexity, especially due to the introduction of
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JavaScript files which requires a synchronous evaluation time [18, 20] in terms of parsing
embedded objects within a webpage. Such a feature is expected to have a substantial
impact on the throughput performance of TCP which was designed to cater for network
conditions rather than web content complexity involving a large number of embedded
objects with complex interdependency. With the substantially growing complexity of
web content nowadays, it will take a significant computation time for a mobile device
to complete the parsing tasks of the embedded JavaScript files, and such computation
latency typically blocks the network transmission and hence no follow-up objects can
be downloaded until the parsing task is completed [20]. Recent research works have
revealed that this computing latency can account for even more than 50% of the total
content downloading time on mobile devices, due to the limited processing ability of
mobile CPU, whereas its impact on more powerful terminals such as normal computers
is much less of an issue [37]. As such, in a mobile network environment, this computation
latency will substantially degrade the downloading throughput as well as the user’s QoE
in terms of content access delay [18, 37].
In order to eliminate, or at least to minimise this negative effect introduced from compu-
tation latency, the main research question to be tackled in this work is how to compensate
the throughput gap caused by the computation latency during short-lived application load-
ing by only adapting the transport-layer protocol? The benefit of addressing this issue
at the transport layer is that it is not affected by any application layer constraint such
as HTTPs content encryption and security policy. On the other hand, it has been re-
cently advocated to embed network intelligence at the mobile edge in order to enable
end-to-end performance enhancements at the application layer, and the ETSI MEC
paradigm [5] is one of the representative examples. The application of MEC can be
either direct involvement of user/data plane operations such as in-networking content
caching and prefetching [51], or alternatively without breaking the end-to-end connec-
tion but instead only by providing necessary knowledge (typically network conditions)
back to the application layer which is able to perform adaptive operations against var-
ious dynamicity [31]. In order to address the aforementioned technical problems, this
paper introduces a MEC-based solution with extended knowledge for enhancing short-
lived content application performances, including not only network conditions but also
context-information about (popular) web content characteristics, more specifically the
required computation time/complexity on the device side for processing the webpage
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during downloading operations. As such, both types of complementary context infor-
mation can be fed back to application clients (e.g. a mobile device) in order to execute
smart operations at the transport layer, specifically through the optimisation of TCP
IW size. This is particularly useful giving that for short-lived applications such as web-
page downloading, where content downloading is normally completed during the TCP
slow-start phase. On the other hand, compared to the MEC-based reporting of net-
work conditions, the mobile edge’s awareness of the computation time on the device side
has not been considered, but it does play an important role in webpage downloading
performance. In this context, we propose a MEC-based solution with a plug-and-play
optimisation algorithm based on harvested knowledge on both network conditions and
device computation time for given (popular) webpages on the Internet. To our best
knowledge, this is the first piece of work that proposes content-aware mobile edge com-
puting in order to tackle the performance deterioration of web content applications due
to the introduction of webpage computation latency.
We have implemented the proposed MEC-based solution and evaluated it in our real
LTE-A testing infrastructure. Since such a technique can be applied in both traditional
TCP and the emerging QUIC scheme that share the same congestion control mecha-
nism [15], we use QUIC as the underlying protocol as it offers a better implementation
flexibility and also increasing popularity today. Our experiment results reveal that,
when the computation latency accounts for less than 20% of the overall downloading
time, the throughput gap can be fully compensated. When the proportion of computa-
tion latency varies between 20% and 50%, the throughput can be improved up to 34.5%.
Such improved downloading throughput has led to the reduced webpage downloading
time by up to 25.1%.
4.2 MEC framework overview for webpage downloading
acceleration
As previously mentioned, the design goal of the MEC-based solution is to achieve op-
timised webpage content downloading performance by intelligently setting TCP/QUIC
IW sizes according to the device’s knowledge on network conditions and webpage pro-
cessing complexity. It is worth noting that such embedded computing tasks often have
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a dependency between individual content object downloading, meaning that some web-
page objects cannot be downloaded until the webpage processing task has been com-
pleted [18, 20]. In addition, due to the relatively low CPU resources capabilities on
mobile devices, the impact on TCP/QUIC performance from the time spent on the web-
page processing cannot be neglected. In Chapter 4.3 we will provide detailed elaboration
on: 1) how such computation latency may affect the content transmission throughput
and downloading performance, and 2) our proposed scheme to mitigate such a problem
with a TCP/QUIC-based optimisation technique that is executed at the mobile device
side. Before introducing the theory part of the solution, we first describe how a mobile
device can obtain the necessary knowledge as input for enabling such an optimisation
through the help from a MEC framework.
The specifically required attributes include the information of total webpage size and
the computation latency to be experienced by the mobile device which represents the
network idle time while delivering webpage objects. To comply with the aforementioned
security policies, embedded URLs of each webpage are not included in such attributes.
It is worth mentioning such information is difficult to be obtained directly from mobile
clients which previously visited that webpage, since 1) a mobile divide cannot explicitly
report out this computation latency and 2) the webpage attribute can be updated since
previous visit by other clients. In addition to the knowledge about content attributes,
the MEC server also needs to achieve an optimised trade-off between individual QoE
performance and the overall network resource utilisation. Towards this end, the MEC
server also passes on to the mobile a specific control parameter as input to calculate
the optimised IW size, but without incurring resource competition between concurrent
downloading sessions. Detailed description on such a parameter will be introduced in
Chapter 4.3.
Figure 4.1 illustrates the proposed framework in which a MEC server is responsible for
obtaining necessary context information and feeding parameters to the mobile devices
for optimizing webpage downloading performances. We first focus on how the MEC
server is able to acquire its knowledge about webpage content attributes. First of all,
it is worth mentioning that practically it is not possible or necessary to have MEC in-
volved in every single webpage in the public Internet due to scalability concerns. Instead,
such an approach is mainly useful for accessing popular webpages with a large number
of embedded content objects, (e.g. the default webpages of news websites). According
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Figure 4.1: Overview of proposed MEC framework
to [49–51], the concept of ”TaaS” has been promoted by cloud service providers in the
sense that they are able to perform specific testing/measurement services upon requests
from any stakeholders in the public Internet. For instance, if a MEC server determines
to perform downloading acceleration of a webpage which is frequently visited by its local
clients, it may decide to obtain the information on the attributes of the webpage, includ-
ing the computation latency by typical mobile devices and the webpage size. Towards
this end, the MEC server can issue a customised script to a TaaS cloud test platform
(e.g. Google firebase [119]) or a trusted remote proxy (e.g. Google Flywheel [49]). Fur-
thermore, a deep web content loading analysis tool like WProf-M [37] can be easily
integrated to such platforms in order to return the detailed webpage loading procedure.
By leveraging such TaaS cloud content analysis platforms, the computation latency can
be obtained and maintained at the MEC server side. Also it is important to note that,
according to measurements conducted in [37], for a given webpage the actual compu-
tation latency is approximately the same for smart mobile phones with different CPU
computing capabilities, while such latency is very much different for computers/laptops.
This observation suggests that one single obtained computation latency value for a given
page can be applicable to a wide range of mobile phones. On the other hand, such an
approach is mainly used for low/medium CPU load scenarios, since high CPU load on
the mobile phone side will get the computation time becomes the major bottleneck so
that even increasing the TCP/QUIC IW size on the network side will not help much.
Another content attribute that needs to be obtained by the MEC server is the total size
of the webpage, and in fact such information is also required by the TaaS cloud service
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provider responsible for measuring the computation latency by mobile phones. In this
case, a web-based content analysis tool needs to be deployed at the web server side, and
upon a significant change in the total size of a webpage under consideration, the web
server will notify the cloud service provider about such update through mechanisms such
as that is provided in [36].
According to [5], a MEC server can be embedded with a DNS function such that a
URL resolution request from a mobile phone can be handled locally at the MEC server.
According to our proposed scheme, apart from the conventional DNS mapping the MEC
server also maintains content attributes of popular requested webpage, including the up-
to-date total webpage size and the computation latency, both of which are updated from
the TaaS cloud server. Once receiving a DNS query from a mobile client, the MEC server
will resolve the request and also return the recorded content size, estimated computation
latency, together with a policy control parameter α (explained in Chapter 4.3) through
the DNS response message. Upon receiving the DNS response, the client will perform
a handshake to the resolved web server and hence calculate the RTT by inspecting the
corresponding handshake messages. Such information obtained directly from the mobile
device will also be used as input for determining the optimised IW value. With all
necessary input, an optimal IW can be computed by our proposed algorithm that is
executed at the mobile phone side (see details in Chapter 4.3), and such a value will be
embedded in the very first HTTP message to be enforced by the remote web server.
4.3 Tackling Performance Deterioration caused by compu-
tation latency
From the perspective of the network side, the major negative effect caused by the compu-
tation latency is that it unnecessarily prevents the congestion window from increasing
during the slow start phase, and hence limits the data transmission throughput even
when sufficient bandwidth is available. The key problem is that, according to the previ-
ous evaluation [86], larger IW can help to reduce the completion time but it will increase
the initial traffic burstiness which hurts the fairness to other flows sharing the same net-
work path. Thus, the default initial congestion window defined in [87] aims to strike
a balance between data completion time and initial traffic burstiness. If we define the
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throughput achieved by a user with default IW as principle throughput, the occurrence
of computation latency during content downloading will lead to a reduced throughput.
To tackle such a problem, our objective is to retain the principle throughput by intelli-
gently selecting an optimal IW size. The optimised IW selecting will take into account
the trade-off between the increased initial bandwidth consumption and the QoE im-
provement (defined as user-perceived content completion time [120]).
We use a set of simple diagrams in Figure 4.2 to explain how the computation latency
affects the overall throughput performance and how such inefficiency can be potentially
compensated by optimizing IW size. Figure 4.2(a) depicts the normal exponential con-
gestion growth during the slow start phase, but without any necessary computation time
involved. The throughput in this simple case can be represented as thprinciple =
S
tprinciple
,
where S is the content size and tprinciple is the time for transmitting this content. How-
ever, for a short-lived application (e.g. web-based application), a computation activity
may exist in the middle of the slow start phase [20]. As it is shown in Figure 4.2(b),
this computation activity blocks the data transmission at the network side. In this
case, according to the default TCP behaviour, the actual completion time of a webpage
tdefault includes both the data transmission time and computation time, which results
in sub-optimal overall throughput performance thdefault =
S
tdefault
as compared to the
principle throughput in Figure 4.2(a). In order to maximally compensate this through-
put gap (thprinciple− thdefault), our main strategy is to accelerate the data transmission
of this short-lived application with embedded computation time through an increased
initial congestion window size. It can be seen in Figure 4.2(c) that for a given content
size S, if the completion time of this webpage is shortened to topt which is expected
to be as close as tprinciple, then the throughput gap can be minimised, and ideally if
topt = tprinciple (meaning that the total computation time can be fully compensated),
then the optimised throughput thopt =
S
topt
can be retained same as the normal TCP
situation. Towards this end, the key technical challenge is the knowledge on the ac-
tual computation latency in order to determine the IW size. According to our proposed
framework, such knowledge is obtained from the MEC-based technique we introduced in
Chapter 4.2, and now we formally present the algorithm for determining the optimised
IW size baesd on such knowledge.
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Figure 4.2: Throughput gap due to computation activity
4.3.1 Context-aware throughput compensation algorithm
The proposed throughput compensation algorithm (see in Algorithm 2) includes two
steps: the first step is find an adequately large IW size which can minimise the through-
put gap and this increased IW size will be set as IWmax which is the upper bound of
the final optimal IW size. The second step is to search an optimal IWopt which takes
into account the trade-off between QoE improvement and increased initial bandwidth
consumption.
In the first step, at the client side, once receiving the knowledge of content size, the
computation latency from the MEC server and the measured RTT from handshake mes-
sages, the principle transmission time tprinciple will be estimated. Given that webpages
typically have a small content size, it can be assumed that the corresponding transmis-
sion normally finishes within the slow-start phase. Therefore we borrow the model [115]
to approximately estimate the tprinciple as:
tprinciple = RTT ∗ (dlogγ
(
1 +
S
2IWdefault ∗ smss
)
e) (4.1)
where RTT is the Round Trip Time between the client and the web application server,
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the IWdefault is the initial congestion window with the default value of 10 according
to [86]. smss is the TCP maximum segment size and γ is a constant 1.5 if the delayed
ACK is enabled. It is worthy noting that we applied floor function on that model in [115]
since today the applied packet pacing on transport layer protocol will always spread the
packets to a full RTT.
The estimated tprinciple for a content can be obtained by Eq. (4.1) where the IW size
is set to IWdefault. If tprinciple 6 tcomputation, it indicates that retaining the principle
throughput is impossible, and in this case, in order to minimise the throughput gap, all
content data should be sent in the first round, therefore the IW size should be set as
IWmax = S/smss. If tprinciple > tcomputation, given that the content size, computation
latency from MEC server and inspected RTT from handshake messages are the same
for the same content, in order to achieve same throughput performance as the normal
TCP without any disruption from computation latency, a larger IW size rather than
IWdefault can be computed to reduce the data transmission time towards the target of
(tprinciple − tcomputing) according to Eq. (4.1). We define the function which obtains the
IW as f(tcomputation, S,RTT ) for the calculation of this larger IW size.
However, at the application layer, the eventual benefit of this throughput compensation
results in a better user QoE but it comes at a cost of a larger initial bandwidth con-
sumption. In order to retain the benefit of compensating the throughput as well as that
of minimizing the impact of initial bandwidth consumption, in the second step, we use
a threshold parameter α as a configurable threshold to balance the trade-off between
the improvement of user QoE and increased initial bandwidth consumption, and such a
value is typically returned from the MEC server according to specific network policies.
The rationale behind this control parameter is that from Eq (1) and [120], the QoE
improvement requires an exponentially increased IW size, hence it is not desirable to
set the IW size to an excessively large value. We borrow the QoE model from [120] to
define the QoE improvement by an increased IW size as
∆QoE(IWopt, S, tcomputation, RTT ) =
ln
(
tdefault(IWdefault, S, tcomputation, RTT ))
topt(IWopt, S, tcomputation, RTT ))
) (4.2)
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And the increased initial bandwidth consumption can be defined as
∆Cost(IWopt, RTT ) = (IWopt − IWdefault) ∗ Smss/RTT.
Then the tradeoff function between QoE improvement over the increased initial band-
width consumption can be expressed as:
∆QoE(IWopt, S, tcomputation, RTT )/∆Cost(IWopt, RTT ).
According to the algorithm, to find an optimal IWopt, a temporary variable IWtest is set
to IWdefault as a starting point and this IWtest gradually increases by multiplying γ within
the range from IWdefault to IWmax in each iteration. Once the corresponding
∆QoE
∆Cost is
less than the pre-configured threshold parameter α, the algorithm for compensation will
stop and we set the final IWopt accordingly (see in Algorithm 2).
Algorithm 2 Algorithm for Throughput compensation
if tcomputation >= tprinciple then
IWmax ← S/smss
else
IWmax ← f(S, tcomputation, RTT )
end if
IWtest ← IWdefault,
i←0;
while IWtest < IWmax do
IWtest = min(IWtest ∗ γ, IWmax);
if ∆QoE/∆Cost < α then
break;
end if
i++;
end while
IWopt ← min(IWdefault ∗ γi, IWmax)
4.4 Implementation and Performance in real LTE/LTE-A
network
4.4.1 Proof-of-concept implementation
In order to realistically evaluate the proposed MEC framework and the optimisation
algorithm, we implemented and tested the solution in a real LTE-A based test-bed
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infrastructure, as shown in Figure 4.3.
At the client side, following the same access setup manner in [37], we use a laptop
(Ubuntu 14.04) tethering a nexus 6p phone attached to the locally deployed LTE-A
network. We fork the QUIC client code from Chromium 52 and embed our IW optimi-
sation algorithm as well as the extended DNS query interface to the client code. A MEC
server with local DNS cache is deployed just between the base station and the mobile
core network. The content is located at a remote HTTP/2 server with QUIC enabled.
The webpage content under testing contains controllable computation latency (from 5%
to 95% of the total expected content completion time) embedded in the sequences of
content objects requests. In order to provide the knowledge on content attributes to the
MEC server, a TaaS server is deployed behind the core network and it periodically loads
the content at the remote server and outputs the HTTP/2 headers and the computation
latency with an embedded script. At the MEC server, the control parameter α is set to
1/3 and we leave the adaptation of control parameter as our future work. With respect
to the network conditions, the average RTT at the LTE-A radio interface is 25.2ms and
the average bandwidth is 60.2Mbps. We also set the content size to 400KB, 1000KB,
2400KB and vary the latency from the base station to the content server as 25ms, 75ms
and 125ms in order to emulate different latency in a real public Internet environment.
All the experiments are executed back-by-back for 30 times and the median value of
throughput as well as the completion time are printed by an embedded print script in
QUIC client code.
To evaluate the impact of computation latency on the optimal IW size according to our
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Figure 4.4: Optimal IW in real LTE-A network (varying RTT)
proposed algorithm, in the following figures in this part, we set x-axis to the proportion
of computation latency which is obtained by a combination of estimated data transfer
time (from Eq. (4.1)) and the computation latency received from MEC server. The
y-axis is the optimal IW calculated by our algorithm at client side and set at server
side via connection handshake messages. Figure 4.4 shows the relationship between the
proportion of computation latency and optimal IW size in a real LTE-A network with
fixed RTT of 100 ms. It can be observed that the optimal IW size reaches its highest
values when the computation accounts for 30%-40% of overall latency. And once the
proportion of computational latency leaves the centre of this period, the optimal IW
monotonically decreases. If the proportion of computational latency is less than 30%,
selecting a relatively smaller initial congestion window (but still larger than the default
IW) is enough to compensate the throughput drop. In contrast, once computation
latency which accounts for the majority part of total completion time (e.g. larger than
40%), selecting a larger IW will lead to limited QoE improvement but cause larger initial
bandwidth increment, thus it will be limited by our algorithm to relatively lower value.
For the content size of 400KB, the optimal IW size reaches its peak value 114 when the
proportion of computation latency is 35%. When the proportion of computation latency
rises to 85%, the optimal IW reduces to 10 which is the default value. For a medium
(1000KB) and larger (2400KB) content size, their peak congestion windows reduce to
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Figure 4.5: Optimal IW in real LTE-A network (varying content size)
108 and 76, respectively. Figure 4.5 shows the relationship between the proportion of
computation latency and optimal IW size with different RTTs. It can be seen that all
the three curves behave in similar patterns. Since the control parameter α targets to
align the cost of the starting bandwidth consumption, a larger RTT (150ms) will allow
the client to select a larger peak (171) congestion window and vice versa.
4.4.2 Throughput compensation and improvement on downloading time
Figure 4.6 and 4.7 show the median throughput compensation by applying our algo-
rithm with different RTT values and content sizes, respectively. It can be observed in
both figures that when the computation latency is less than 20%, the throughput gap
can be approximately fully compensated and we call this period as “full compensation
scenario”. When the proportion of computation latency increases from 20% to 50%,
the compensated throughput increases from 22.4% to 33.5% and then continuously de-
creases to 18.2%. We call this interval as “partial compensation scenario”. Then the
compensated throughput drops below 15% when the proportion of computation latency
increases above 50% and this interval can be called “minor compensation scenario”.
Specifically, figure 4.6 shows that a larger RTT has a larger maximum throughput com-
pensation (33.2%) which is closer to the throughput of the principle TCP. Figure 4.7
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Figure 4.6: Throughput compensation in LTE-A network (varying RTT)
shows that, compared to the larger content sizes, a smaller content (e.g. 400KB) can
reach a higher peak throughput compensation (34.5%) and in contrast, larger content
(2400KB) has a comparatively smaller maximum throughput compensation (19.6%).
With regard to the throughput compensation algorithm, we apply the analytical model [115]
to benchmark the data transfer time and corresponding proportion of computation la-
tency. Figure 4.8 and 4.9 show that, in general, the difference between the estimated and
real proportion of computation latency ranges between -0.84% and 5.30%. When the
estimated proportion of computation latency is around 50%, the difference between the
estimated and real proportion of computation latency reaches its maximum point. We
attribute this minor gap to the nature of the fluctuated network condition [22]. Conse-
quently, an under-estimated/over-estimated proportion of computation latency will lead
to smaller/larger IW size selection, thus the real throughput compensation is slightly
less/larger than the expected value accordingly. Based on our analysis on the dataset,
the difference between the estimated throughput compensation and the real throughput
compensation fluctuates between -6.3% to 2.8%.
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Figure 4.7: Throughput compensation in LTE-A network (varying content size)
4.4.3 User-perceived application completion time
From the perspective of the application layer, the ultimate target by improving the
principle throughput at the transport layer is to improve the actual webpage downloading
time. According to our testing results, for the “fully compensation scenario”, the web-
based application can experience an equal completion time as with no computation
latency involved. For the “partial compensation scenario” scenario, the completion time
can be improved by up to 25.1% and for the “minor compensation scenario” scenario,
this completion time reduction becomes less significant. If combining the improvement
from application layer approaches like network edge pushing and caching, note that the
upper bound throughput of these approaches is same as the principle throughput at
the transport layer, but in practice, these approaches will be limited by the content
structure and security concern. Additionally, in this case, there will be an overlapping
between network activity and computation activity which is out of scope, thus we leave
the investigation of this topic to our future work.
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4.5 Conclusion
In this paper we proposed a MEC framework for guiding mobile clients to optimise web
content downloading performance with the consideration of computation latency. In this
framework, a MEC server collects and distributes necessary content attributes together
with a necessary threshold parameter in order to direct the client to execute a novel
algorithm for determining an optimal IW size. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first piece of work that addresses how a content-aware MEC-based approach can be
applied for optimizing web content downloading performances. The experimental results
from a real LTE-A testbed reveals that if the computation latency accounts for a small
proportion (¡ 20%), the throughput gap can be fully compensated, and if the proportion
of computation latency stays between 20% to 50%, the throughput gap can be partially
compensated by up to 34.5%.
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5.1 Introduction
In recent years, in order to cater for user QoE when consuming such content applications,
various approaches have emerged targeting to tackle the inefficient interaction between
Internet protocols and the variant network conditions unprecedentedly [26, 121]. Such
initiatives have stimulated the standardisation of next-generation protocols of mobile
Internet like HTTP/2 [16] and QUIC [15].
In order to eliminate the application-layer HOL blocking issue in HTTP/1.1, HTTP/2
introduces a series of new features such as efficient stream multiplexing, content push-
ing/hint and header compression, attaining enhanced bandwidth utilisation on its single
TCP connection [20]. However, given the dynamicity and uncertainty of network re-
source availability in mobile environments [12, 21, 22], this approach based on one single
TCP connection still fails to best utilise the available bandwidth due to the transport
layer HOL blocking [20] and the compulsory three-way handshake procedure. In or-
der to address these issues of TCP, by leveraging UDP as the underlying protocol, the
emerging protocol QUIC successfully eliminates HOL blocking at the transport layer
and it further simplifies the handshake procedure to only 0 or 1 RTT [15]. Compare to
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HTTP/2 over TCP, the content downloading time of QUIC is substantially improved
in lossy network environments [83], and the reduced handshake complexity and flexible
stream multiplexing also yield notable efficiency improvement in the delivery of today’s
short-lived applications [83].
Despite these improvements, the inherited CCA on the single connection of QUIC still
suffers from unexpected hindrance of congestion window growth caused by the unavoid-
able network fluctuation events (NFE) such as packet loss and RTT variations which
are very common in wireless environments. It has been reckoned that this has become
an essential technical barrier to further improving QUIC’s performance [23, 29, 30]. For
instance, by adopting the loss-based CCAs such as New Reno or CUBIC and the hy-
brid slow start algorithm [91] as default setting, the exponential growth of congestion
window at the slow start phase can be prematurely terminated by either an inappro-
priate detection of RTT variation exceeding the pre-defined threshold or the occurrence
of a random packet loss [21, 23], despite that the design principle of these CCAs is to
correctly identify the bandwidth bottleneck. Consequently, the connection staying at
the CA phase will only allow a conservative congestion increase ratio, thus significantly
jeopardizing the downloading performance at the application layer. On the other hand,
the most recently proposed rate-based Google BBR [121] which leverages per-round rate
estimation to drive the congestion growth is expected to be more robust to such uncer-
tainty in network condition fluctuations. However, currently its practical performance
when integrated with QUIC is still unknown, and additionally existing findings of the
TCP BBR performance can be even worse than CUBIC [122] under certain conditions.
Specific to the short-lived content applications, the usage of one single connection is
more vulnerable to such inefficient interaction between protocol and network condition
fluctuations. This is because, compared to long-live content which has the opportunity
to achieve a full rate by the rate recovery algorithm in CUBIC or BBR during its long
downloading period, the majority of short-lived content is expected to be completely
downloaded within the SS phase, thus upon even single NFE, the sharp drop of con-
gestion window or early termination of exponential growth phase on single connection
which carries all the contents will fail to best utilise the available bandwidth before the
content downloading is completed [23].
In this work, we first study the impact of NFEs on QUIC’s performance in order to
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quantify the significance of the technical issue described above. Towards this end, we
conducted a series of experiments on a real LTE-A testing network with various pluggable
CCAs at the transport layer. The in-depth analysis based on the results revealed that
different CCAs have distinct inefficiencies in the presence of NFEs that can take place
in mobile wireless environments. Once such a problem has been numerically elaborated,
we propose a sender-based connection management (mQUIC) scheme that is not only
able to enable adaptively multiple connections to absorb the uncertainty in network
condition fluctuations but also to execute an NFE-driven intelligence for orchestrating
the multiple parallel connections. By aggregating the real-time feedback from multiple
concurrent connections, each of which independently runs its own CCA, the mQUIC
scheme adaptively synchronises the transport layer state and congestion window of all
connections to retain an optimised growth rate of congestion window, and the adopted
synchronisation strategy can be tailored to fit different plugged-in CCAs.
To the best of our knowledge, this represents the first work to provide comprehen-
sive QUIC performance evaluation in a real LTE-A testing network with all common
CCAs, and on top of that novel intelligence is introduced to provide highly robust
user downloading performance under different uncertainties. Different from conventional
middlebox-base parallel TCP approaches like [31, 61], mQUIC only requires servers-side
and user-level modification, while protocol re-encapsulation, kernel modification or the
assistant of third-party network entity are not necessary. Therefore, this design strictly
retains the end-to-end security which is a compulsory feature of QUIC [96]. A prototype
implementation is also specified in this paper, and extensive testing results have been
carried out from local LTE-A/Wi-Fi testing network. Generally, the customised ap-
proaches effectively help each CCA to overcome its individual limitation under specific
NFEs. Specifically, for loss-based CCAs like New Reno, the median completion time of
a web content can be improved by up to 59.1% and the 95th percentile completion time
is improved by up to 72.3%. For rate-based CCA like BBR, mQUIC can successfully
speed up its median and 95th downloading time up to 27.4% and 31.4 %, respectively.
Furthermore, this technique is able to achieve highly robust content downloading per-
formance under various network conditions, content size, as well as the initial congestion
window size. This is in contrast to the plain QUIC-based approach where the actual
performance can be very sensitive to specific network conditions and configurations.
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5.2 Quantifying the bottlenecks of QUIC with different
CCAs in Mobile Environments
In this section, we first give an overview of QUIC’s latest update of its key features.
Then, in order to realistically quantify QUIC’s performance bottleneck caused by the
negative impact of NFEs in mobile networks, we present an in-depth analysis based on
the experiment results carried out in a locally controlled LTE-A testing network. In
the experiments, the pluggable CCAs commonly used at today’s content servers are
separately tested to give a comprehensive understanding of their distinctive limitations.
Based on the key observations analysed, we will formally introduce our proposed mQUIC
scheme in Chapter 5.3.
5.2.1 Overview of QUIC’s latest key features
The key features that enable QUIC to outperform traditional protocols include simplified
handshake procedure, packet pacing, enhanced loss recovery mechanism and the flexibil-
ity of the user-space CCAs. These features have been continuously improved according
to Google’s on-going experiments since it was proposed [15]. First, a QUIC client only
needs 1 RTT to establish a secured connection to the content server and thanks to the
cached session security information, there is no time consumed when this client tries
to re-connect to a previously visited server. Second, in order to reduce the retransmis-
sion latency of a lost packet, QUIC adopted Forward Error Correction (FEC) code at its
early experimental stage. However, the previous evaluation revealed that the bandwidth
sacrificed to append the proactive XOR correction code is significant [29]. The reason
behind this unexpected observation is that a recovered loss by the FEC module does
not trigger the congestion control and even makes the algorithm more aggressive [29].
Therefore, in the latest version of QUIC, FEC has been disabled but another anti-loss
approach ”packet pacing” has been reserved. Content servers with packet pacing en-
abled can actively monitor the packet train to adaptively adjust the pacing interval,
which avoids traffic burst and effectively reduces the number of lost packets [15]. Third,
in addition to the elimination of the HOL blocking at the transport layer, QUIC im-
proves loss recovery by using unique packet numbers to avoid retransmission ambiguity
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and explicit signaling in ACKs for achieving accurate RTT measurements, thus guaran-
teeing the in-order packet delivery at the application layer. Fourth, QUIC also provides
a flexible interface that allows the modification of the pluggable CCA at user-level space.
Such an open feature can easily facilitate the deployment of various application-aware
algorithms, supporting iterative changes at application update timescales. Currently the
default CCAs supported are loss-based (New Reno and CUBIC), and the latest rate-
based CCA Google BBR [121] is also ready to be enabled as an alternative option on the
latest version of QUIC. In our work, all these three CCAs are analysed and supported
but to comply with today’s practical CCA deployment [123] and the latest IETF stan-
dard [15], we select loss-based CCAs as the default configuration for QUIC. Finally, in
terms of the Internet-Scale deployment of QUIC, some popular websites like YouTube
gradually deploy QUIC for delivering their content services [96], and to the best of our
knowledge the policy “strict single connection per host” is still applied on the QUIC
enabled server [96].
5.2.2 Experiment Setup
Figure 5.1 illustrates the setup of the local LTE-A testing network. To cater for the
trend of the evolution of mobile networks offering high bandwidth, low latency and low
loss, our test-bed configuration adopts a band 41 LTE-A Time division duplex (TDD)
network with all locally controlled network elements including SGW, PGW and eNodeB,
which has been used for performance evaluation of our previous work [124]. The detailed
specification of specific component can be found in [125]. In terms of the client side setup,
we use a laptop (Ubuntu 16.04 with kernel 4.10) tethering a nexus 6P phone attached
to the locally deployed LTE-A testing network. The laptop is kept as stationary during
the experiment and its RSRP is around -76dBm, which can be regarded as ”Good” in
an LTE/LTE-A scenario. The measured network performances at radio interface are
listed in Table 5.1. The QUIC content server is placed behind the core network and
the size of synthetic web content varies as 500KB, 2400KB and 6000KB to emulate a
small/medium/large web content [17]. A middlebox running netem [126] is deployed
before the QUIC content server to add a 25ms latency and 0.05% loss rate [14, 106].
To ensure all latest updates are correctly enabled in our experiment we fork the QUIC
code from Google Chromium 61 and leave all settings as default for both the client
and server sides. In order to maximally guarantee the reliability of the test result,
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the downloading of each content with different CCAs are repeated by 200 times on
a pre-warm connection [127] without any network condition parameters cached and
all necessary configurations like enabling fq on Ubuntu system for BBR are set as
instructed [127].
<date> 1
QUIC  server  
QUIC Client
(Laptop with nexus 
6p tethering)
Content source
Netem
Figure 5.1: Local LTE-A testing network
Table 5.1: Measured network condition in local LTE-A testing network (R: radio B:
backhaul)
5.2.3 Performance of QUIC with New Reno / CUBIC
First, in order to investigate the negative effect of NFE on QUIC’s loss-based CCAs, we
provide a detailed analysis of the 2400KB content downloading with its CDF of com-
pletion time and a coupled transport layer trace. From Fig. 5.2a, it can be observed
that CUBIC and New Reno share a similar performance curve. Specifically, the best
case of the downloading time for both New Reno and CUBIC is around 0.56s, indicating
an exponential growth of the congestion window during each round without any inter-
ruption of NFE (verified by inspecting the experiment dataset). Holding this best case
as a baseline, its median completion time (around 0.82s) has substantial potential to
be further improved. Furthermore, the long-tailed curve indicates a severe performance
fluctuation with a high Coefficient-of-Variation (CoV) of 0.36. This performance varia-
tion can be attributed to the occurrence of NFE during the content downloading that
triggers the connection to prematurely exit its SS phase, consequently being far away
from the best case that the SS phase is expected to finally achieve. To further elaborate
the fundamental cause of the severe performance variation, in Fig. 5.2b, we present the
coupled trace of the CDF of the downloading time (normalised by the median) and its
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Figure 5.2: Content downloading time of a 2400KB content in LTE-A network
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corresponding number of sent packets when the first NFE happens. The x-axis is set at
the index of 200 experiment we did for content downloading in same network condition
(the index is reallocated after sorting the result data set). Here the NFE is referred to as
any single trigger of hybrid slow start’s latency variation detection and New Reno/CU-
BIC’s loss event. The high negative cross-correlation (-0.85) between these two curves
substantiates that the downloading time which is much worse than median completion
time (e.g. 1.5 times of the median completion time) is caused by an earlier occurrence of
the NFE when only a few parts of content objects have been delivered. Therefore, this
NFE forces the single QUIC connection to prematurely exit the SS phase and more con-
tent will be transmitted at a lower rate, resulting in a comparatively longer transmission
time. In addition, in Fig. 5.2c, the congestion window when the first NFE happens and
the corresponding completion time are compared, the high negative correlation (-0.86)
between the two provides further evidence that the peak congestion window and the
performance is determined by the stage when NFE happens.
Table 5.2: Content downloading performance of QUIC with New Reno/CUBIC in
LTE-A testing network
Table 5.2 provides the extended evaluation results by varying the content size. It is
obvious that smaller content (500KB) has comparatively more robust performance (CoV
is 0.22) while medium and large contents (2400KB and 6000KB) experience similar high
variant downloading time (with CoV of 0.36 and 0.4, respectively). This is because that
larger content will experience a longer transmitting time in the network, during which
more NFEs are likely to happen. Meanwhile, if these NFEs happen at the early phase
of the downloading period, more remaining content will be delivered at the limited rate.
In terms of different loss-based CCAs like CUBIC and New Reno, their performance
difference is minor since they both adopt hybrid slow start algorithm at the SS phase.
Their disparity in CA phase is also minor due to the relatively shorter downloading time.
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5.2.4 Performance of QUIC with BBR
Table 5.3 summarises the content downloading performance when BBR is used as the
CCA in QUIC. Thanks to the per-round rate-based estimation, the completion time is
improved and more robust compared to loss-based CCAs. However, for large content
6000KB in Fig.5.3a, its completion time still has a relatively higher CoV (0.11). Sim-
ilarly, the medium content also achieves an improved median completion time with a
CoV at 0.09. In contrast, the small content performs more stable (CoV is 0.05), al-
though compared to loss-based CCA, its median completion time stays the same. With
these general performances in mind, we turn our focus to the performance robustness,
especially for the large content case which still suffers from a comparatively high variant
completion time. Fig. 5.3b depicts the relationship between the CDF of content com-
pletion time and the corresponding number of NFEs during each single downloading
session. The high cross correlation (0.90) between these two metrics reveals that, unlike
loss-based CCA, the key metric caused by NFE that determines the performance of BBR
is the number of NFEs experienced during the content downloading. More importantly,
here the majority of NFEs we observe from the experiment dataset is the random packet
loss, while the RTT variation’s effect is less impactful since BBR does not adopt the
RTT variation based hybrid slow start algorithm. Furthermore, according to our verifi-
cation, currently the exit condition on SS in the latest BBR version in both TCP kernel
and QUIC is that if the current rate estimation is less than 1.25 times of previous rate
estimation and this event occurs more than 3 times, the SS phase will be terminated.
Therefore, in our test environment, the BBR connection rarely prematurely exits its
startup phase, although the RTT variation can still lead to a rate degradation. Regard-
ing the random packet loss event, according to [128], the corresponding behaviour of
BBR is defined as “Upon exiting loss recovery ( Retransmission Timeout (RTO) recov-
ery or Fast Recovery), either by repairing all losses or undoing recovery, BBR restores
the best-known cwnd value we had upon entering loss recovery.” This means that upon
a single random packet loss or several lost packets which are automatically identified as
a random loss event by QUIC, the exponential growth will be temporally stalled by the
loss recovery phase. This loss recovery is expected to take at least one RTT and once
the recovery phase ends, the exponential growth phase will be resumed. Apparently,
as displayed in Fig. 5.3b, if more random losses occur, the connection will stay at the
loss recovery phase for a longer time, leading to a degraded overall downloading time.
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To briefly summarise the above evaluation results and analysis, we list our key findings
based on different CCAs as follows:
Table 5.3: Content downloading performance of QUIC with BBR in LTE-A test
network
1. All CCAs are negatively affected by NFE, while loss-based CCAs are more sensitive
to both of RTT variation and random loss since they could both lead to a premature
exit of the SS phase. In contrast, the rate-based CCA such as BBR is mainly
affected by the packet loss which can result in a temporal rate stall, while the
negative effect caused by RTT variation is comparatively less significant due to its
aggressive start up algorithm.
2. The performance issue associated to short-lived content downloading in mobile
networks is not only the degraded median completion time caused by NFE but
also the severe performance variation which corresponds to the time point and the
number that NFE occurs.
3. Large-sized content is more vulnerable to such NFEs compared to small content
since the overall downloading time is longer, thus any early rate or congestion
window stall will lead to more severe performance degradation.
From the above findings, there is no doubt that dealing with the unavoidable NFE
like packet loss and RTT variation becomes a critical issue for provisioning a fast and
robust content downloading performance of QUIC. More specifically, the distinctive and
inevitable limitations of various CCAs also inspire us to design an adaptive approach to
tackle each CCA that is more preferred over necessarily proposing a brand new CCA.
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(a) CDF of 6000KB content downloading time
(b) Correlation between NFE number and completion time
Figure 5.3: Content downloading time of a 6000KB content in LTE-A network (BBR
enabled)
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5.3 State and congestion window synchronisation with mQUIC
engine
In this subchapter, we formally introduce the proposed mQUIC scheme. The key nov-
elty of the mQUIC scheme is that by applying multiple connections, it synchronises the
state and congestion window on each parallel connection in an NFE-driven manner, sus-
taining a sufficient aggregated congestion window in the multi-connection scenario. The
detailed illustration of NFE-driven synchronisation for different CCA types is presented,
including both standardised (New Reno) and recently proposed (BBR) techniques.
5.3.1 Overview of mQUIC scheme
The proposed mQUIC scheme adopts multiple parallel QUIC connections. The advan-
tage of applying multiple connections which share the same bottleneck path is that, given
the improved network performance of LTE/LTE-A network [12, 13, 21], the loss event
and RTT fluctuation may only simultaneously affect a single connection or parts of the
connections. Therefore, the unaffected connections can still stay in the SS phase, sus-
taining the exponential growth of congestion window. However, barely applying multiple
connections still has two unavoidable disadvantages. First, compared to other connec-
tions staying in the SS phase, the affected connections which stay in the CA phase will
only hold a minor congestion window growth rate. Consequently, these affected connec-
tions will lead to state and congestion window imbalance across all the connections and
thus become the bottleneck of the eventual downloading time. Second, aggregating more
initial congestion windows (e.g. from IW to N ∗ IW) without the concern of network
condition may fail to guarantee the friendliness to other users and it may increase the
packet loss rate in the network that even leads to ultimately worse performances [89].
In order to avoid these above-mentioned disadvantages, the design principle of our
mQUIC scheme is based on separating the network resource of the single connection to
multiple coordinated connections, each of which independently runs the plug-and-play
CCA and the mQUIC engine intelligently orchestrates these underlying connections by
executing customised congestion window and state synchronisation strategy in an NFE-
driven manner.
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Figure 5.4: Overview of mQUIC scheme
Figure 5.4 illustrates the design principle of the mQUIC scheme. The mQUIC engine
is typically embedded at the QUIC server side where one of the different CCAs (e.g.
loss-based or rate-based) is applied at the transport layer. According to the running
CCA type, a specific connection management algorithm is loaded with default param-
eters that can be further adapted upon actual incoming web content request according
to the specific network condition. During the content transmission period, any real-time
information on the actually occurred NFE will be specifically reported from each un-
derlying connection back to the mQUIC engine. By executing the loaded connection
management algorithm, the mQUIC engine will compute the optimised parameters and
in real-time enforce them in the underlying connections to synchronise the CCA state
and congestion window.
The mQUIC engine can be (re-) configured in an oﬄine manner, for instance upon server
bootstrap or the change of CCA deployment or upgrading of a CCA. According to the
running CCA type at server side, it will load the corresponding connection management
algorithm as well as the default CCA parameters (e.g. IW, γ0, β, δ, see in Table 5.4).
For instance, if the running CCA at server side is New Reno, then the mQUIC engine
will load the pre-deployed connection management algorithm for loss-based CCAs. Af-
ter that, once the N connections are established between server and client, to maintain
the friendliness to other users by avoiding an aggregation of excessive initial congestion
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window, the mQUIC engine will calculate IW/N and re-set it to each underlying connec-
tion. Here we propose that the default connection number between a client and a server
with mQUIC scheme enabled is 3, and we will discuss the impact of different connection
numbers from both the numerical and experimental perspectives in the next subchapter
and Chapter 5.5.
Table 5.4: Notation list
Notation Description
γi
The aggregated congestion window growth rate of the
multi-connection system after ith NFE occurs
γ0 The default growth rate of congestion window at SS phase
β
The default back-off ratio of congestion window after the
detection of NFE
δ
The default growth ratio of congestion window defined at
CA phase
IW The default Initial Congestion window
cwndn The real-time congestion window on n
th connection
CWNDi,j
The aggregated congestion window of the multi-connection
system when jth RTT has passed since ith NFE occurs
CWND′i,0
The adjusted aggregated congestion window in reaction to
ith NFE
cwnd′n
The adjusted aggregated congestion window on
nth connection
During the SS phase of each particular web content downloading session (see in Fig. 5.5a),
when the server starts to send the content, the mQUIC engine will monitor the under-
lying connections and executes a synchronisation of not only the congestion window
but also the CCA state upon any NFE reported from any underlying connection. For
instance, according to the default behaviour of hybrid slow start and New Reno algo-
rithms, if any connection detects that the RTT variation exceeds a pre-defined threshold
or identifies a random loss event, the SS phase will be immediately terminated and the
congestion window will be reduced. Then, the affected connection will report the oc-
currence of the detected NFE to the mQUIC engine with its current congestion window
embedded. After that, the mQUIC engine will execute the loaded state and conges-
tion window algorithm immediately. For instance, the customised state and congestion
window synchronisation algorithm for New Reno relies on calculating the per-round
update of γi which denotes the aggregated congestion window growth rate of the multi-
connection system after ith NFE (see in Table 5.4). To calculate γi per each NFE, the
real-time congestion window from the underlying connections will be used as inputs.
If the calculated γi is larger than the default congestion growth rate δ defined in CA
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phase of the running CCA, mQUIC engine continues to calculate a new CWND′i,0 (see in
Table 5.4) which represents the immediately (0 RTT has elapsed) adjusted aggregated
congestion window of the whole multi-connection system once the ith NFE occurred.
In the next step, to synchronise the congestion window and state, the mQUIC engine
equally allocates
CWND′i,0
N to each connection and re-set the state of the affected connec-
tion to SS. As NFE continuously occurs, once the γi is less than the default congestion
growth rate δ, the mQUIC engine will force all underlying connections to exit SS phase
and stop the state synchronisation in order to comply with the design principle of the
plugged CCA.
After the SS phase, the next working phase of the mQUIC engine is the CA phase (see
in Fig. 5.5b). In this phase, since all connections will permanently stay at the CA state,
the only potential risk is that the variant RTT or frequent packet loss events will further
reduce the congestion window on a random connection, leading to a congestion window
imbalance issue. Therefore, the mQUIC engine only executes a congestion window
synchronisation between the underlying connections. For instance, it will receive the
real-time report of congestion window per round from each underlying connection. Once
the mQUIC engine detects that within the same round, among the N connections, if the
ratio of maximum congestion window to the minimum congestion window exceeding a
threshold γ0, the mQUIC engine will add up the real-time congestion window cwndn
(see in Table 5.4) on each connection and equally set
∑
n∈N
cwndn
N to each connection.
5.3.2 Improving Loss-based CCAs
Then we elaborate the principle of state and congestion window synchronisation cus-
tomised to loss-based CCA. To avoid the state and congestion window imbalance after
the reaction of default CCA on the underlying connection, the state/cwnd synchroni-
sation executed by the mQUIC engine follows two policies: 1) after the occurrence
of the ith NFE, all connections should stay in SS phase if theoretically the
system’s aggregated window growth ratio γi is still larger than that defined
in CA phase δ, 2) after 1 RTT of the ith NFE, the aggregated congestion
window of the whole system with state and cwnd synchronisation should be
theoretically equal to the congestion window of the whole system without
synchronisation. Fig. 5.6 shows a simple illustration of how the principle of state and
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Figure 5.5: Working procedure of mQUIC scheme (Loss-based CCA plugged)
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Figure 5.6: Principle of state and congestion window synchronisation
congestion window synchronisation works. Assuming a total number of N connections
sharing the congestion window CWND before the first NFE occurs, each connection
sharing a common bottleneck path that holds an equal congestion window CWNDN .
Once an NFE occurs on a random connection, by default the affected connection will
immediately execute a congestion window reduction with a back-off ratio β, then the
congestion window of the whole system will become CWND1,0 (see in Table 5.4) as
CWND1,0 =
1
N
∗ CWND ∗ β + N− 1
N
∗ CWND. (5.1)
After 1 RTT, different from TCP which will stay in HOL blocking state if packet loss
occurs, QUIC can seamlessly send the rest of the packets with a growth rate at δ, thus
the corresponding aggregated congestion window after 1 RTT will become CWND1,1 as
CWND1,1 =
1
N
∗ CWND ∗ β ∗ δ + N− 1
N
∗ CWND ∗ γ0. (5.2)
Therefore, the growth rate of the whole system after the first NFE can be obtained as
γ1 =
CWND1,1
CWND1,0
. (5.3)
Recall that the customised state synchronisation strategy which targets to retain the
equal CWND1,1, if all connections are expected to stay in SS phase after the first NFE
with default growth rate γ0, the congestion window must be adjusted to CWND
′
1,0 which
satisfies
CWND′1,0 ∗ γ0 = CWND1,0 ∗ γ1. (5.4)
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This equation aims to guarantee that the synchronisation of mQUIC engine does not
change the aggregated congestion window when 1 RTT has passed since the first NFE
occurs. Furthermore, once the multi-connection system is synchronised, any following
NFEs can be tackled following the same operation. This is because before the occurrence
of each following NFE, the system is always synchronised with the help of the mQUIC
engine. Accordingly, in such case, the adjusted congestion window after each NFE should
satisfy
CWND′i,0 ∗ γ0 = CWNDi,0 ∗ γi. (5.5)
Holding
γ1 =
CWND1,1
CWND1,0
=
β ∗ δ + (N− 1) ∗ γ0
β + (N− 1) , (5.6)
consequently, γi can be obtained similarly by
γi =
CWNDi,1
CWNDi,0
=
β ∗ δ + (N− 1) ∗ γi−1
β + (N− 1) . (5.7)
Thus the corresponding CWND′i,0 is given by
CWND′i,0 = CWNDi,0 ∗
γi
γ0
, (5.8)
where CWNDi,0 can be directly obtained by adding up the congestion window from each
underlying connections.
Now we study γi, which is the key metric driving the synchronisation strategy. The
mQUIC engine will stop the state synchronisation once γi < δ. The rationale behind
that is if the continued NFEs degrades the aggregated growth rate to a value that is
less than the default growth rate in the CA phase, the mQUIC engine should force the
system to exit SS phase and enter CA phase.
Figure 5.7 depicts the numerical trend of γi/γ0 as NFE continuously occurs. It is worth
mentioning that, on a single connection, by default all loss-based CCAs like CUBIC and
New Reno can correctly identify multiple consecutive packet losses as a single random
loss event. When calculating the γi, the mQUIC engine treats both the RTT variation
and packet loss event detected by the underlying connection as the same signal of network
fluctuation. This is because prematurely existing the exponential growth rate is the
main cause of performance degradation of short-lived application, which is a common
consequence of both the detected RTT variation and packet loss event. Therefore, the
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Figure 5.7: γi/γ0 when continuous NFEs occurs and the connection number varies
mQUIC engine uniformly adopts β = 0.7, γ0 = 1.5 and δ = 1.05 for these two kinds of
NFEs in New Reno and CUBIC. When mQUIC engine should force all connections to
exit the SS phase, the ratio of γi and γ0 equals to δ/γ0 = 0.7 (see the green dash line
in Fig. 5.7). The value of γi/γ0 rapidly falls as the first several NFEs occur and then
stays steady at around the ratio of 0.65. Furthermore, in terms of different connection
numbers, it is apparent that the smaller the connection number is, the earlier the system
will exit the SS phase. For instance, when the fifth NFE happens, a 2-connection system
will exit SS phase since γ5/γ0 = 0.69 < 0.7 (γ5 = 1.04 accordingly). In contrast, a 6-
connection system can resist more NFEs (γ18/γ0 = 0.69 < 0.7) but it comes at the
expense of more connections and sockets resources.
5.3.3 Improving Rate-based CCAs
The recently proposed rate-based BBR congestion control algorithm becomes an alter-
native option for QUIC’s practical deployment. According to our findings reported in
Chapter 5.3, by retaining the exponential growth under random loss and RTT variation
with the help of per-round rate estimation, BBR’s bottleneck for short-lived content
is the rate stall when the connection temporarily stays at the loss-recovery state upon
a random loss event. Theoretically, this rate stall can also be mitigated by applying
multiple connections. Assuming one random loss occurs on one of the N connections,
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only the affected connection will temporarily enter loss-recovery phase while other con-
nections can proceed to ramp up the available bandwidth at the SS phase. Compare to
the default setting of loss-based CCA which to the maximum degree allows a congestion
window increment at 1.5 times, BBR applies a more aggressive exponential rate growth
at 2/ ln 2 and in practice [129] the congestion window approximately doubles per round.
Given this improved mechanism, the temporary rate loss can also be partially absorbed
by other independent and parallel connections. For instance, without applying multiple
connections, if one random connection experiences this temporal rate stall at ith round
and its corresponding rate when entering loss-recovery is ratei, after one round, the rate
ratei+1 will stay at the same, i.e. ratei+1 = ratei. In contrast, theoretically without this
NFE, the rate ratei+1 is expected to be 2 ∗ ratei, thus the rate loss caused by the stall
period is 2∗ ratei− ratei = ratei. By applying N connections, the aggregated rate when
exiting the loss-recovery will be ratei+1 =
N−1
N ∗ 2 ∗ ratei + 1N ∗ ratei = 2N−1N ∗ ratei,
thus being able to mitigate the rate loss from ratei to (2− 2N−1N ) ∗ ratei = 1/N ∗ ratei.
However, following the same reason mentioned above, the rate imbalance issue still exists
since the connection affected by random loss and RTT variation will have a compara-
tively low congestion window than others, although its SS state can be always retained.
With that in mind, to strike a balance between performance robustness and practice
complexity, the mQUIC engine only adopts a rate synchronisation for BBR enabled
connection. This is because after exiting the loss-recovery phase, the affected connec-
tion will recover the exponential growth thus the state synchronisation is no longer
required for BBR which does not prematurely exit SS phase.
Figure 5.8 depicts the flow chart of the algorithm applied to BBR. After equally set IWN
to each connection, during the data transmission, each underlying connection reports
its estimated rate at previous round to mQUIC engine. Upon receiving all these per-
round rate estimations, the mQUIC engine calculates the ratio of maximum rate over
the minimum rate ratenmaxratenmin
. Once this ratio exceeds the pre-define threshold γ0 (2.0
by default), the mQUIC engine will calculate the aggregated rate
∑
n∈N raten and then
equally allocate
∑
n∈N raten
N to each underlying connection.
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Figure 5.8: Working procedure of mQUIC scheme (Rate-based CCA plugged)
5.4 performance evaluations on mQUIC
In order to realistically evaluate the proposed mQUIC scheme with various CCAs, we
implemented and tested the mQUIC engine on the basis of the test infrastructure men-
tioned in Chapter 5.3. We keep all QUIC and CCA related parameters as default setting.
We use netem to introduce different synthetic RTTs (25 ms or 150ms) and different loss
rates (0.05% or 1%) at backhaul to emulate the scenarios where content deployed do-
mestically or internationally with a low or high loss rate [14, 106] (see in Table 5.5).
Similar to the methodology in Chapter 5.3, performance comparison between different
approaches are repeated by 200 times in a back-to-back manner. Additionally, for sim-
plicity, for loss-based CCAs we only present New Reno. This is because New Reno
is currently adopted in QUIC IETF [130] and according to [131] and our experiments
in Chapter 5.3, the performance difference of short-lived content downloading between
CUBIC and New Reno is minor.
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(a) Small content: 500KB
(b) Medium content: 2400KB
(c) Large content: 6000KB
Figure 5.9: Comparison of content completion time between 1 connection, 3 connec-
tions and 3 connections with mQUIC (new Reno enabled)
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Table 5.5: Network settings to emulate different content locations
5.4.1 Performance evaluations under various network conditions
5.4.1.1 Content deployed at Domestic (Low Loss)
Figure 5.9 compares the CDFs of completion time of New Reno enabled QUIC with
plain 1 connection (1c), plain 3 connections (3c) and 3c with mQUIC for small, medium
and large contents, respectively. All the observed values are normalised by the median
completion time of 1 connection. In terms of a medium content size (2400KB), mQUIC
achieves the best completion time among all the three options, accelerating the median
completion time by 37.9% (over 1c) and 23.8% (over 3c), respectively. In terms of per-
formance robustness, we use 95th percentile of completion time as principle metric and
also CoV to quantify the comparison of performance robustness. This is because, as dis-
cussed before, compare to content downloading without any NFE happens, the random
occurrence of single NFE or multiple NFEs will lead to performance degradation which
presents high variance. Based on this definition, substantial gain in 95th percentile of
the completion time (67.9% over 1c and 60.9% over 3c) can be observed on 5.9, in-
dicating that the vulnerability of short application downloading to fluctuating network
conditions is significantly alleviated by the proposed intelligence (with the CoV also dra-
matically reduces from 0.36 to 0.06). More importantly, these comparisons between 3c
without any intelligence and 3c with mQUIC enabled solidly confirm that, the mQUIC
scheme with necessary synchronisation can effectively solve the issue of imbalance state
and congestion window between multiple connections than barely employ multiple con-
nections without any intelligence. Additionally, considering the impact of content sizes,
when the content size is small (e.g. 500KB), the main performance gain is the improved
95th completion time (30.5% over 1c and 19.9% over 3c). In contrast, a larger content
(e.g. 6000KB) experiences a more significant improvement in both median completion
time (40.7% over 1c and 27.9% over 3c) and 95th percentile completion time (65.3% over
1c and 52.4% over 3c). The reason is that a larger content size will experience a longer
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transmission time, thus will have a higher chance to experience more NFEs, resulting
in a limited rate for the majority of the content being transmitted. In contrast, smaller
content is not sensitive to the reduced rate as it can be downloaded within only several
RTTs.
Figure 5.10 compares the CDFs of completion time of BBR enabled QUIC with 1c,
3c and 3c with mQUIC for small, medium and large contents, respectively. Similar
to the previous case, the improvement on small content (500KB) is minor due to its
shorter transmission time. In contrast, in terms of medium (2400KB) and large con-
tents (6000KB), the median completion time still experiences a valuable enhancement,
presenting at 10.5% and 16.1%, respectively. Moreover, more notable improvements
can be observed on the 95th completion time of the medium (16.5%) and large (29.4%)
content, which validates that with the help of mQUIC scheme, the robustness of content
downloading can be guaranteed (CoV decreases from 0.09 to 0.05 for 2400KB and from
0.10 to 0.04 for 6000KB). Furthermore, compared with plain 3 connections, the main
advantage of mQUIC is the improved 95th completion time (e.g. 10.7% for 2400KB and
20.5% for 6000KB) while the benefit for median completion time becomes smaller (e.g.
4.5% for 2400KB and 10.4% for 6000KB).
5.4.1.2 Content deployed at various locations
Tables 5.6 and 5.7 list the improvement of the median and 95th completion time when
comparing 3c with mQUIC with 1c and 3c, considering all the four scenarios, i.e. do-
mestic/international with low/high loss. The enabled CCA is loss-based New Reno.
It can be seen from the two tables that 3c with mQUIC in general outperforms 1c in
median and 95th completion time across all the scenarios, especially for medium and
large contents. However, we observe in Table 5.6 that in the international with low loss
scenario (i.e. long RTT with low loss), the improvement of median completion time
is much less than other scenarios. For instance, a 2400KB content only experiences a
marginal improvement of median completion time (7.5%), although the 95th completion
time improvement is still dramatic (65.1%). This is because, according to the principle
of CCA, a sender will take a much longer time to ramp up the bandwidth when RTT is
long, where the negative effect of each NFE is partially absorbed by this comparatively
longer and more stable RTT at backhaul. In contrast, the congestion window in a higher
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(a) Small content: 500KB
(b) Medium content: 2400KB
(c) Large content: 6000KB
Figure 5.10: Comparison of content completion time between 1 connection, 3 con-
nections and 3 connections with mQUIC (BBR)
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loss rate scenario (e.g. 1% at backhaul) is severely constrained by the frequent packet
loss event, thus RTT in this case is not the main bottleneck for the eventual download-
ing time. Meanwhile, compared with plain 3c, mQUIC also widely helps to improve
both the median and 95th completion time, no matter where the content is deployed.
Furthermore, regarding the impact of content size, more noticeable improvement can
be achieved for large content in both median and 95th completion time across all four
scenarios due to its comparatively longer transfer time.
Table 5.6: Improvement of median completion time when mQUIC enabled on varies
network settings (Loss-based CCA)
Table 5.7: Improvement of 95th completion time when mQUIC enabled on varies
network settings (Loss-based CCA)
Table 5.8: Improvement of median completion time when mQUIC enabled on varies
network settings (Rate-based CCA)
Tables 5.8 and 5.9 list the improvement of median and 95th completion time of 3c with
mQUIC over 1c and 3c by considering all the four scenarios on top of BBR. These
results show that for BBR, the main contribution of mQUIC is that it helps medium
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Table 5.9: Improvement of 95th completion time when mQUIC enabled on varies
network settings (Rate-based CCA)
and large content to retain a robust performance through various network conditions
(e.g. 16.5% to 31.4% reduction in 95th completion time). Meanwhile, in terms of
the median completion time, a large content (6000KB) can experience a more notable
improvement which ranges from 16.1% to 27.4%. Obviously here packet loss plays a
critical role impacting on BBR’s performance since more packets are expected to be
randomly lost (e.g. 1% loss rate at backhaul), the duration that one connection stays
at loss recovery state will become longer, limiting the aggressively exponential speeding
up of the congestion window. However, unlike loss-based CCA which experiences a
more dramatic improvement when backhaul loss rate increases from 0.05% to 1%, the
improvement on BBR only increases from 16.1% to 27.4%. This is due to the per-round
rate-based estimation, the congestion window of BBR does not perform a back-off when
packet loss occurs, maximally absorbing the performance degradation when packet loss
surges. Additionally, a glance at the performance improvement over plain 3c without
any mQUIC intelligence also reveals that the rate synchronisation algorithm can still
help to improve the 95th completion time at a valuable level, although that improvement
on median completion time becomes less significant due to connection separations.
5.4.1.3 Impact of different radio conditions
After examining the impact of backhaul network conditions, we switch the position
of the mobile device within the cell coverage to set the RSRP as poor (-97 dBm),
good (-76 dBm) and very good (-65 dBm). The content location is fixed at domestic
low loss scenario. Additionally, we configure Wi-Fi 802.11n as another access type
which offers higher bandwidth but more unstable RTTs (e.g. the standard deviation of
RTT is 6.1ms) at radio interface. Table 5.10 lists the measured network condition and
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the median and 95th completion time of a medium content are depicted in Figs. 5.11
and 5.12, respectively. It is obvious that, for loss-based CCA New Reno, if the available
bandwidth increases (e.g. good RSRP or Wi-Fi), the improvement of the median and
95th completion time becomes more significant and vice versa. For instance, the gain
of median completion time increases from 25.1% to 37.9% when RSRP rises from -97
dBm to -76 dBm and stays at 44.1% in Wi-Fi scenario. Similarly, the improvement of
median completion time for rate-based CCA BBR increases from 1.2% (RSRP -97 dBm)
to 10.5% (RSRP -76 dBm) and then stays at 20.1% in Wi-Fi scenario. This trend can
be attributed to that, in a relatively poor RSRP scenario where the available bandwidth
is smaller, the network pipe can be rapidly saturated by the SS algorithm, thus the
negative effect of NFE on short-lived content becomes smaller.
Table 5.10: Measured network performance for different radio access conditions
Figure 5.11: Improvement of median completion time when mQUIC enabled on varies
network settings
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Figure 5.12: Improvement of 95th completion time when mQUIC enabled on varies
network settings
5.4.2 Performance evaluations under various protocol/content settings
In addition to the above experiments under various network configurations, we continue
to conduct extensive evaluations by varying several protocol settings like synchronisa-
tion strategy, connection number and initial congestion window. For the simplicity of
presentation, we only adopt the default loss-based CCA in a domestic, low backhaul loss
scenario, which accounts for the majority of today’s web content access scenarios.
5.4.2.1 Comparison with cwnd synchronisation only (Loss-based CCA)
Recall that the customised strategy for loss-based CCA, state synchronisation is a dis-
tinctive improvment algorithm. It helps all the connections to stay at SS phase or
consistently enter the CA phase, which retains a reasonable congestion window growth
rate after the occurrence of each NFE. To validate its individual benefit, we compare the
performance between mQUIC with both state and congestion window synchronisation
and only congestion window synchronisation with various content sizes that deployed
in the domestic, low loss scenario. Table 5.11 shows the performance gain originated
by state and congestion window synchronisation together over that when only conges-
tion window synchronisation is enabled. For medium and larger content, around 25%
improvement can be observed on median completion time while the 95th percentile
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completion time is accelerated by around 30%. This performance gain comes from the
restored congestion window growth rate γ0 between two consecutive NFEs, when the
mQUIC engine keeps the whole system at the SS phase. In contrast, synchronizing the
congestion window can only eliminate the rate imbalance issue but the growth rate of
the whole system will recover much slower than the state synchronisation.
Table 5.11: Completion time comparison between 3 connections with mQUIC and 3
connections with congestion window synchronisation only
5.4.2.2 Impact of different connection number
Figure 5.13 shows the CDF of completion time of mQUIC by varying the number of
connections from 2 to 6 for different content sizes. It is obvious that across all content
sizes, there is no noticeable performance difference between 3 and more connections,
while applying only 2 connections still suffers from a comparatively poor 95th completion
time. This is because according to our analysis in Chapter 5.4, 2 connections will exit
SS phase after the occurrence of 5 NFEs while the increased connection number can
tolerate more than 8 NFEs which achieves a more robust performance in the testing
LTE-A network. In terms of the impact of content size, for a small content size this
performance difference caused by connection number is minor, and for medium and large
contents, applying 3 connections is sufficient to retain fast and robust downloading time.
Another practical concern is the complexity of deploying multiple connections, especially
on mobile devices which only offer limited energy and process capabilities. For instance,
previous study [132] shows that most mobile devices fixed the maximum configurable
number of concurrent connections at 4 per server. However, thanks to the effort of
the emerging security protocol like TLS 1.3 [133] and QUIC, the simplified encryption
and handshake procedure successfully alleviate these additional consumptions. Besides,
it is proved in [134] that well engineered parallel connections which bring throughput
improvement can yield up to 20% energy saving, eliminating the concern of the overuse
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(a) Medium content: 2400KB
(b) Small content: 500KB
(c) Large content: 6000KB
Figure 5.13: CDF of completion time while applying different connection number
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of on-device resources. Consequently, the potential scenarios for further investigating
a trade-off between performance gain and cost can be that when there is no benefit
caused by the applied multiple connections (e.g. downloading small content in a limited
bandwidth network). We leave this context-related topic as our future work.
5.4.2.3 Impact of Initial congestion window
Tuning IW is a popular approach to overcome the bandwidth under-utilisation issue of
short-lived content and it has been widely investigated in recent years [25]. Fig. 5.14
shows the CDF of completion time when applying our approach with different IW set-
tings as 10 (the standardised value adopted by TCP), 30 (the default value current
adopted by QUIC) and 60 (an increased value that expected to achieve more bandwidth
utilisation). In terms of medium and large contents (see in Figs. 5.14a, 5.14c), with the
help of mQUIC, fast and robust performances of the content downloading time can be
observed for all IW settings. For instance, mQUIC achieves the best performance when
IW is 60, but only minor gap can be observed among the three IW settings. Whereas
content downloading without mQUIC in general suffers from poor and high variant
downloading time regardless of the IW sizes, although a larger IW 60 has better median
completion time than IW 30 and IW 10. This is because, according to prior model anal-
ysis in [25, 115], tuning IW favors a smaller content or a larger network BDP, while for
a larger content in a short RTT scenario, its expected benefit becomes less significant.
According to this analysis, in Fig. 5.14b, for a small content, it can be seen that when
IW is large (IW = 60), its median completion time can be significantly reduced whereas
the benefit of enabling mQUIC can be only observed on 95th completion time. In con-
trast, this benefit of mQUIC becomes more significant if the IW is small (IW = 10),
indicating that a combination of tuning IW and enabling mQUIC is more effective for
smaller content while enabling mQUIC only is sufficient for median and large content
to guarantee an accelerated downloading time.
5.4.2.4 Impact of object number
According to previous evaluation [30], QUIC’s performance becomes worse when object
size is high and the object number is large. We reproduce the evaluation of a content
6000KB by separating content as 12 objects and 120 objects. Figure 5.15 validate the
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(a) Medium content: 2400KB
(b) Small content: 500KB
(c) Large content: 6000KB
Figure 5.14: CDF of completion time while tuning IW value
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of completion time between small and large object number
conclusion in [30], when object number increases to 120 objects, the median completion
time significantly degrades. By contrast, the proposed intelligence is robust to the object
number since from this figure, 3 connections with the proposed intelligence performance
very similar when object number changes. Conclusively, the negative effect of increasing
object number can be absorbed by our intelligence.
Combining the results conducted by varying parameters like IW, object number and pro-
tocol setting, a common observation is that once the parameters are set to a non-optimal
level, applying mQUIC scheme can effectively overcome such negative effect, retaining
a satisfactory downloading time. This benefit can be attributed to the customised state
and cwnd synchronisation algorithm and the nature of multiple connections. Overall,
the non-optimal parameter will result in a degraded cwnd window during the content
downloading. Applying multi-connection based intelligence can first limit the cwnd
degradation on only part of the multiple connections and second by relying on the de-
tection of the difference between these concurrent connections, this cwnd degradation
can be correctly detected in real-time as NFE. Then the adaptive state or cwnd synchro-
nisation can effectively sustain the overall multi-connection system at a comparatively
robust level, leading to a satisfactory downloading time.
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5.4.3 Manipulating HTTP/2 messages with mQUIC
To realistically support HTTP/2 messages, there is a practical concern that whether to
request a single object on each connection or to separate single HTTP object request
to multiple HTTP byte-range requests on multiple connections. The answer is that it
depends on the application type in practice. For webpage browsing, only the critical
objects which have a dependency on its following objects [18] need to be requested
simultaneously on multiple connections in a byte-range manner. This is because this
kind of objects has higher priority, thus the aggregated rate on all connections can
guarantee its prior delivery. Regarding the overhead caused by separating one HTTP
request to multiple byte-range requests, since the number of critical objects only accounts
for a minor part of the total objects in a webpage [18], only minor overhead will be added
by enabling mQUIC on web content. In terms of single file application like short video
or software downloading, it is obvious that the additional overhead caused by separating
a single request to a large object (e.g. several MBs) is trivial.
5.5 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a mQUIC scheme that employs multiple connections instead
of the default single UDP connection adopted by QUIC furthering order to compre-
hensively enhance the performance of web content with QUIC in mobile networks. By
performing intelligent state and congestion window synchronisation, this mQUIC scheme
is capable of mitigating the unexpected hindrance of congestion window growth caused
by the CCA on the single connection upon the occurrence of an NFE (like RTT variations
and random loss events). The evaluation results based on a real implementation of the
mQUIC scheme in a local LTE-A/Wi-Fi testing network reveal that the customised ap-
proaches effectively help each CCA to overcome its individual limitations under network
fluctuation, thus attaining a substantially improved content downloading time. In detail,
for loss-based CCAs like New Reno, the median completion time of a piece of web con-
tent can be improved up to 59.1% and the 95th percentile completion time is improved
by up to 72.3%. Regarding the latest rate-based CCA like BBR, mQUIC successfully
speeds up the median and 95th downloading time up to 27.4% and 31.4%, respectively.
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Furthermore, fast content delivery can be also guaranteed when the network condition
or initial congestion window varies.
Chapter 6
Conclusion and future work
In order to improve the web content downloading in mobile networks, we examined three
major aspects and proposed corresponding approaches to solve the associated technique
issues.
First, through a numerical study on idle time during web page downloading, we quanti-
tatively revealed that the fixed single connection adopted by HTTP/2 is a key parameter
that needs to be adapted to fit the varying content size and backhaul latency. Towards
an intelligent adaption of the connection number, we proposed a MEH framework includ-
ing a mobile edge server to perform oﬄine meta-data collection and online meta-data
hint and a client-side pluggable algorithm to dynamically select an optimal connection
number based on the meta-data. The test prototype implementation and testing vali-
dated that the proposed framework can effectively reduce the idle time, especially when
content size is small or BDP is high.
Second, by realizing pure application approaches have practical limitations to overcome
the computation latency, we re-interpreted the negative effect of computation latency
from the perspective of the drop of transport layer throughput. Accordingly, towards a
fully compensated throughput, a client dynamic IW selection algorithm and a novel MEC
framework which only relies on content attributes (e.g. non-URL based information) are
proposed to achieve a pure end-to-end performance enhancement. The test result shows
that when the computation latency accounts for less 50% of total downloading time, the
proposed framework can have a noticeable acceleration of transport layer throughput as
well as the eventual page load time.
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In the third work, we examined the performance of web content when applying QUIC
in the mobile network, especially when the network presents unavoidable network un-
certainties including RTT variation and random packet loss. We identified that QUIC
with various pluggable congestion control algorithms have distinctive shortages under a
fluctuated network condition, leading to both degraded completion time and poor perfor-
mance robustness. Then we proposed a mQUIC scheme which performs customised state
and congestion window synchronisation in an NFE driven manner, and such a scheme
can help QUIC to achieve fast and robust performance under network uncertainties.
According to the above summary, due to the close proximity to mobile users, it is
apparent that the MEC framework becomes a dispensable component to tackle with the
content complexity. Meanwhile, well designed cross-layer intelligences on the basis of
these contextual information can effectively achieve an improved content downloading
time. More specifically, the newly standardised HTTP/2 and QUIC which offer a series
of advanced protocol features (e.g. server push/hint or user-level CCA) essentially make
these intelligences to be feasible in practical networks.
Next, I describe several ways that future research could build on this thesis.
 Acceleration of consecutive page downloading
Most existing research only focus the landing page of a website. However, as
figured out in [135], web browsing task for each user contains several consecutive
page viewing tasks and therefore the eventual user QoE can be re-interpreted as a
task level metric. These sub-viewing tasks can be separated by user thinking and
page viewing which may consume several seconds. Also, there are several special
features can be found between these webpages. First these pages are linked as
web graph, which indicates they are probabilistically correlated. Second, similar
content can be found between these pages. Therefore, in such a chain-like user
requests pattern, loading the current page with the awareness of the previous
page will have the potential of performance acceleration (e.g. design intelligence
based on cache and computation result of the previous page). Third, given the user
thinking time period, whether to reuse the previous network information to skip the
start-up delay at the transport layer is another potential optimisation direction.
For instance, as the rough evaluation results shown in [3], directly reusing the
transport layer parameters of previous web downloading (e.g. cwnd and cwnd
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threshold) can even hurt the current page loading performance. Towards this end,
the network variation and difference page characteristics should be involved to
design a real-time and accurate parameter selection algorithm.
 Rescheduling object downloading task to better utilise the idle time
caused by unavoidable computation activity
Driven by our work of handling the computation latency, we realise that when
computation latency is large than 50% of total page load time, the proposed ap-
proach only has smaller performance enhancement. By admitting this limitation,
it is possible to seek for rescheduling necessary tasks to utilise the network re-
sources during these idle times. For instance, considering the multi-user scenario,
the idle time during page downloading of a user can be rescheduled to transfer
critical objects of other user’s page downloading. This intelligent work reschedul-
ing can be deployed and executed as an extension module of our existing MEC
framework. The improved QoE of a group of users will be the eventual target, and
the preference and page characteristics of each user should be aware. Additionally,
if users are close to each other and share the same network bottleneck, the network
bandwidth sensed by each user can be temporally rescheduled to accelerate other
users’ task. More specifically, once the network edge identifies that that in the
presence of computation latency, restricting a user’s bandwidth will not affect its
QoE but can leave more bandwidth to other users, the network edge can perform
corresponding rate control to achieve a Pareto optimality with that user group.
 Connection adaption and application-aware extension of mQUIC scheme
As aforementioned, currently we set fixed 3 connections when deploying the pro-
posed mQUIC scheme. However, this connection number can be optimised to
strike a balance between its practical cost and performance gain. On the one
hand, for small object, it is obvious using single connection is sufficient to achieve
a fast and robust delivery once BBR is enabled or network only offers limited band-
width. Therefore, the numerical relationship between network condition, content
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size should be given to drive the design of intelligent connection selection. Also
the practical cost of these parallel connections should be evaluated from the per-
spective of CPU/memory usage and energy cost at both client and server side,
especially when applying this technique at network edge or cloud where a large-
scale of service is required to be served. On the other hand, this connection
number and enabling of the state and congestion window synchronisation modules
can be dynamically controlled and customised according to the application type
it served. For instance, as widely recognised that, for long-lived applications like
VOD, live-stream and Virtual Reality (VR) enabled video, the client will repeat
the short-lived connection for each segment and for different segment resolutions,
their minimal rate requirements are different. Therefore, the rate requirement can
be used as input to further drive mQUIC engine to tune its strategy to maximally
fulfill such requirements in a specific network condition.
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